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PREFACE

The tests reported herein are part of the studies conducted by the

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station under Corps of Engineers

Subproject 8-70-05-4oo, "Trafficability of Soils as Related to the Mobility

,of Military Vehicles," and were also financed in part by the Bureau of

Yards and Docks, Department of the Navy.

Acknowledgment is made to the consultants for trafficability studies

and to the representatives of the Bureau of Yards and Docks, Department of

Agriculture, Detroit Arsenal, and Office, Chief of Engineers, who partici-

pated in a conference at the Waterways Experiment Station on 12 May 1955

and offered suggestions for conducting the tests reported herein. Special

acknowledgment is made to Dr. A. A. Uarlam, consultant, for his participa-

tion in the Pacific islands test program.

These tests were performed by personnel of the Army Mobility Research

Center, Soils Division, Waterways Experiment Station, under the supervision

of Messrs. W. J. Turnbull, C. R. Foster, and S. J. Knight. Engineers

actively engaged in the study were Messrs. A. A. Rula and E. G. Rush. This

report was prepared by Mr. Rush.

Directors of the Waterways Experiment Station during the conduct of

this study and preparation of this report were Col. A. P. Rollins, Jr., CE,

and Col. Edmund H. Lang, CE. Mr. J. B. Tiffany was Technical Director.
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SUMARY

Three types of vehicle tests (self-propelled, towing, and towed) were
conducted with several military vehicles over a range of vehicle weights,
tire pressures, and sand strengths and conditions -for the following
purposes:

a. To determine whether the trr2ficability characteristics of
coral and volcanic sands differ from those of quartz sands
previously tested.

b. To establish more definitive relations between sand condition
and vehicle mobility by testing vehicles on softer sands than
previously tested.

c. To determine towing abilities of self-propelled vehicles over
a range of sand conditions.

d. To determine towing-force requirements of various vehicles
over a range of sand conditions.

Single self-propelled wheeled vehicles were tested on undisturbed coral and
volcanic sands on Pacific islands, and on quartz sand (dese.t and beach) in
the United States. Towing tents with self-propelled vehicle. were con-
ducted on harrowed desert quartz sands near Yuma, Arizona. PDxed wheelc I
trailers were tested on disturbed and undisturbed quartz sand at Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina. Principal conclusions were that: (a) performance
of single self-propelled wheeled vehicles can be expressed in cone index-
slope climbing ability terms; (b) wet sands are more trafficable than
dry-to-moist sands; (c) performance, as defined by the cone index-slope
climbing curves, is the same regardless of sand source (quartz, volcanic,
or coral) or location (beach or desert); (d) towing ability of welf-
propelled vehicles (wheeled and tracked) on harrowed sand slope. -ton be
computed with reasonable accuracy from performance measurements obtained in
tests of the respective vehicles on level harrowed sand; and (e) towing-
force requirements of wheeled trailers can be correlated with cone index
and tire pressure.

vli



TRAFFICABILITY OF SOILS

TESTS ON COARSE-GRA IED SOILS
WITH SELF-PROPELIZD AND TOWED VEHICLES

196 mw i257

PART I: INMRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of Test rgram

1. 74,p tests reported herein are part of a study to establish rela-

tions between coarse-grained soils and the ability of military vehicles to

negotiate thean. Thcse tests bad the following specific objectives:

a. To determine whether the trafficability characteristics of
coral and volcanic sands differ from those of quartz sands
previously tested.

b. To estiblish more definitive relations between sand condition
and mehi ]v mobility by testing vehicles on softer sanis than
prevIously tested.

c. To determine towing abilities of self-propelled vehicles over
a range ur sand conditions.

d. To determine towing-force requirements of various vehicles

over a range of sand conditions.

2. Objectives a and b were accomplished by tests on the beaiches uf

certain islands in the Pacific Ocean. Objective c was partially accom-

plished by tests on desert sands near Yuma, Arizona, and objective .a. was

partially accomplished by tests at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. Testing

of additional vehicles on a wider range of sand conditions will I>e neces-

sary to complete these latter two objectives.

Previous Investigations

3. since 1945 the Waterways Experiment Station has conducted a

large number of traffic tests with military vehicles on a variety of soil

conditions. Results of this work have been published in a series of re-

ports with the general title "Trafficability of Soils," Technical Memw-

randwn No. 3-240, which are listed on the inside of the front cover of this

volume. Most of the tests were conducted on frin-grained soils, as these
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were believed to cause the greatest trafficability problems. The develop-

ment of instrument and techniques for measuring the trafficability of

these soils is considered to be esuentially completed. Work to develop

methods of measuring trafficability of coarse-grained soils is continuing.

Pilot Stud of Coarse-grained Soils

4. In October 1953, a joint Army-Navy ad hoc comnittee assiged the

responsibility for studying means of determining the tr'ifficability of

beaches (particularly those with coarse-grained soils) to the Waterways

Experiment Station. The first phase of this project was a pilot study to

provide background information concerning mobility problems on coarse-

grained soils, and to determine whether instruments and techniques that

have been successful in defining trafficability of fine-grained soils would

also be successful in coarse-grained soils. This stuy was accomplished in

1954 and is reported in Technical Memorandum 3-240, 13tb Supplement. All

the vehicle tests reported in the 13th Supplement were conducted on quartz-

type sands found on inland areas and beaches of the United States. The

important findings of this pilot study are summarized as follows:

a. Sand catesorie s. Two distinct sand categories, each re-
quiring a different technique for the determination of its
trafficability, were recognized: (1) clean sands that re-
acted in a frictional manner to traffic, and (2) sand with
fines, poorly drained, that reacted in a more plastic manner.

b. Instruments. The cone penetrometer was found to be as accu-
rate an instrument for measuring sand trafficability as any
tested, and was recouuended for future use in sands, mainly
on the basis of its ability to determine profile conditions
but also because it had been previously accepted for use in
fine-grained soils.

c, Remoldimn effects. No necessity was found for predicting
strength changes under vehicle traffic for most sands (see
subparagraph d). For sands vith fines, poorly drained,
strength changes had to be estimted and a technilue for
doing this was developed.

d. Repetition of traffic. In general, the first pass was found
to be the most difficult for a wheeled vehicle in a sand
area. Succeeding passes were made with increasingly less
difficulty and smaller and maller increases in rut depth.
An exception to this occurred in sam crusted sand. The
surface crust suipord the vehicle for one pass (or a few)
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but suddenly broke on a subsequent pass, causing the vehicle
to become immobilized or making operation more difficult in
the much softer sand and deeper ruts. Because only a few
tests were condcted on crusted sands, no attempt was made to
devise a means ,f predicting break-through.

e. Tire pressure. Among individual vehicle characteristics,
-ire jressure was the most influential single factor in the
performance of wheeled vehicles in sand.

f. Critical layer. For all vehicles tested, the critical layer
of the various sands appeared to be the top 6 in.

Definitions

5. Certain soil, beach, test-media, and vehicle terms used in this

report are defined for the convenience of the reader.

Soil towhrms

Fine-grained soil (fines). A soil of which more than 50% of the

grains, by weight, will pass a No. 200 U. S. standard sieve (smaller than

O0O7 =u in diameter).

Coarse-grained soil. A soil of which more than 50% of the grains, by

weight, will be retained on a No. 200 sieve (larger than 0.074 m in

diameter).

Sand. A coarse-grained soil with the greater percentage of the

coarse fraction (larger than 0.074 m) passing the No. 4 sieve (4.76 =m).

Sand with fines, poorly drained. A sand that contains some fine-

grained soil and is slow-draining. When wet, such sands behave similarly

to very wet fine-grained soils under vehicular traffic.

D Particle diameter, in millimeters, that is larger than the grain

diameter of n per cent by weight of the sample (e.g., D6 0 n 0.30 means

that 60% of the sample, by weight, has a grain diameter less than 0.30 umn).

Effective size. The effective size of a soil is that particle diam-

eter, in millimeters, that is larger than the grain diameter of 10% by

weight of the sample (D1 0 ).

Uniformity coefficient (Cu) -n ,An index reflecting the shape

of the grain-size curve. A material couWod entirely of grains of the

same d'Ater would have a uniformity coefficient of 1.0.
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14ediw. diameter. The median diameter is that particle diameter that

is larger (or sma' ,r) than the grain diameter of 50% by weight of tho

sample (D50 ).

Density. The unit weight of the soil in pounds pev cubic foot. Un-

less otherwise stated, the density is the dry unit weitht.

Moisture content or water content. The ratic, expressed as a per-

centage, of the weight of water in the soil to the dry weight of the solid

particles.

Cone index. An index of the shearing resistance of soil obtained

vith the cone penetrometer. The value is a dimensionless number repre-

senting the resistance of the soil to penetration of a 30-deg cone of 0.5-

sq-in, base or projected area. The number, although considered dimension-

.Less, actually denotes pounds of force on the handle divided by the area

of the cone base in square inches.

T "ficability. The capacity of a soil to support the traffic of

military vehicles.

Bearing capacity. The ability of a soil to support a vehicle without

undue settlement.

Traction capacity. The ability of a oil to provide Zufficient re-

sistance to the push of the track or wheel of the vehicle to furnish the

necessary thrust to move it.

Critical layer. 'the layer of soil regarded as being most pertinent

to establishing the relation between soil strength and vehicle performance.

(For coarse-grained soils, this appears to be the 0- to 6-in. layer.)

Liquefaction. The puddling and drastic reduction in strength of sat-

urated (although initially firm) soil under the action of repetitive

loading.

Erosion. The washing away of soil particles by water moving under

and around that portion of a wheel or track in contact with the soil.

Beach terms

Foreshore (3) That part of the beach ordinarily traversed by the
uprush and downrunh of waves as the tide rises and falls.

* The beach terms noted with an asterisk were extracted from Appendix A,
Beach Erosion Board Bulletin, Special Issue Wo. 2, 14arch 1953.' Other
terms pertain to specific areas in which vehicular tests were conducted
but which are not dofined in the abme-mentioned reference.
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Backshore(BS).* That part of the beach between the foreshore and

the forward dune apron (if present) or the coast line.

Berm crest (BC) or beach berm.* The seaward limit of the backshore;
usually a relatively flat area paralleling the foreshore and occasionally

wetted by waves at high tide.

Berm backslope (BBS). A backshore area between the berm crest and

the forward dune apron, usually sloping gently downward and landward.

Forward dune apron (FDA). The concave seaward slope of a line of

dunes.

Dune area (DAL) coastal. An area of wind-deposited sand between the
forward dune apron an the coast line. Coastal dunes may be active- or par-

tially stabilized by vegetation.

Dune areL, desert. An area of active sand dunes with little or no
vegetation present. Desert dunes are rnwch higher and much larger in area

than coastal dunes.

Cusp.* One of a series of naturally formed low mounds of sand sepa-
rated by crescent-shaped troughs spaced at more or less regular intervals

along the foreshore.

Scarp, beach.-* A line of steep slopes facing seaward, caused by wave

erosion of the be'.ch.

Test-media terms
Harrowed sand. Sand that has been harrowed to at least a 12-in.

depth and the surface smoothed with a light drag.

Disturbed sand. Sand disturbed by traffic.
Undisturbed sand. A sand that apparently has not been recently

disturbed.

Vehicle terms

Pass. One trip of the vehicle over the test course.

Imobilization. In this report, failure of a self-propelled vehicle
to travel forward over sand, although it could possibly back up in its

ruts. In this report, immobilizations of wheeled vehicles also were con-
sidered to T&ve occurred whenever the drive wheels began to Jerk violently

and the vehicle began to make very labored, slow prugrcss.

* See footnote on preceding pae.
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Maximum drawbar pull. The maximum amount of sustained towing effort

a self-propelled vehicle can produce at its drawbar under given test cnndi-

tions.

Tow-ng-force requirements. The amount of force required to tow a

given vehicle under given test conditions.

Tractive coefficient. The ratio of the maximum drawbar pull to the

gross weight of a vehicle.

Slip. The percentage of track or tire movement ineffective in

thrusting the vehicle forw.ard.

Ply rating (PR).* A term used to identify a given tire W4th its

maximum recommended load when used in a specific type of service. It is

an index of tire strength and does not necessarily represent the number of

cord plies in the tire.

Anwricun Tire? ,rm .Im+ +' ,-,. , RU.,.
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PART II: TEST PROGRAMS

6. As stated earlier, tests were conducted on a number of Pacific

islands, at Yuma, Arizona, and at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. The test

program on the Pacific islands consisted In operating single self-

propelled, rubber-tired vehicles across level and sloping sand beaches.

At Yuma, both rubber-tired and tracked vehicles were tested e9- single self-

propelled and tawing vehicles on level and sloping natural sand aL,: har-

roweu sand lanes. At Cam4 Lejeune, single self-propelled or towing, and

trailer or towed-type wheeled vehicles were tested on disturbed and undis-

turbed sand, and asphalt. Measurements and/or observations of vehicle

performance and pertinent sand data were ma*d for each test. Details of

the program are described in the following paragraphs. Locations of test

sites on the various Pacific iclands are shown in plates 1 and 2. Plate 3

showe the locations of the Yuma and Camp Lejeune sites used in tests re-

ported herein, as well as the sites used in the pilot study reported in

T14 3-240, 13th Supplement.

Pacific Island Test Areas

7. Brief descriptions of the islands visited and beaches tested are

contained in the following paragraphs. All the beaches tested are of

and shell origin ex.ept the fcllowing four: Kalapana Beach on Hawaii,

Talofofo Beach on Guam, and the fsad Red and Yellow Beaches on Iwo Jim,

all of which are of volcanic origin. Representative grain-size curves for

the sands at the various test sites are shown in plate 4; supplementary

physical property data arc presented in table 1. Average beach profiles

and cone index isopleths are shown in the figures accompanying the text

descriptions. Isopleths show the general strength profile of each beach

to assist in a more complete beach description; however, they are not con-

sidered in the actual amlysis.

Cduss T. .

8. 0shu, the third larest island in the bvailan Islands chain, is

of vola ie orLgin, but there Is no volcano activity there at the present

ti1. I ocean bewcls am Oa an of timm tvs: snd, rocky or
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calffed, and silty clay with vegetation growing down to the water's edge.

Only the sand beaches were tested. They consist mainly of coral sands de-

posited by wind and wave action, but they also include seashell fragments

and sand eroded from rock formations which can be seen Just below the

waterline at low tide on some of the beaches. Vehicle tests were run on

five beaches, and cone index profiles and sand samples were obtained cn four

others. The locations of the beaches are shown in plate 1; they are de-

scribed in the following paragraphs.

9. Mokuleia Beach. This beach, located on the northwestern shore of

Oahu approximately one

and one-half miles west

of 1okuleia Station, is

about 1000 ft long and

250 ft wide (fIg. 1). A

profile of the beach is

shown in fig. 2. The

foreshore averages 15 ft

in width, has a 3C

slope, and is entirely

covered with water at

Fig. 1. Oahu, T. i., Mokuleia Beach high tide and partly

covered at low tide.

Above the fore shore tow l aMW

is a flat berm crest T Inr , - . -
(w hich comprises all ;I -- ,, IQI ------ - ,e- p -

of the backshore) C5 ,

averaging 12 Ct in*

width, frequently

,,mtted by wave ac-

tion. BeYd the

berm crest is a Fig. 2. Beach prorile and cone index izopleths,*
MD:Uela Beach

This and all ubequent beach profiles include cone Index isopleths,
w hich are lines o! equal cow inx a denoted by -25--. #.3*mtiorw
am rerred to om 1 tide. Coa tlees were masured at the aurface
0i at 3-in. vertical Incremuts to a Minma depth of . In.
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forward dune apron averaging 25 ft in width, with a 24% slope, on which

1-1/2 In. of dry, loose sand overlies deep, moist sand. The dune area,

olt* '00 ft in width, is relatively flat with 4 in. of dry, loose sand

overlying deep, moist sand. On the landward side of the dune area, where

the beach sand has mixed with alluvium, there is some vegetation.

10. Vehicle tests were run on the berm-crest and dune-area portions

of Mokuleia Beach. The foreshore was too short and the forward-dune-apron

slopes too irregular to be suitable test areas. Vehicle tests were run

parallel to the shore line on the berm crest, and both parallel and

perpendicular to the shore line in the dune area. A representative sample

revealed the soil to be a poorly graded (SP) medium sand (plate 4, fig. 1).

The cone index for the 0- to 6-in, depth ranAed from 14 to 51. Character-

istics of the sand are listed in table 1.

11. Drone Beach. Drone Beach is on the sa coast as o*kuleia Beach

and approximately 3/4 mile farther west (plate 1). This beach is approxi-

mately 800 ft long and averages 200 ft in width. A profile of the beach is

shown in fig. 3. The foreshore averages 20 ft in width, has a 30% slope,

and is entirely- DUM swi sin... _

covered with water MAA _#i

at high tide and

partly covered at

low tide. Rock out-

crops can be seen

underneath the water ,," A#.C6 I f'

at the foot of the

foretbore. Above Fig. 3. Beach profile, Drone Beach

the foreshore is a berm crest (which coprises all of the backshore) ap-

proximately 15 ft wide and fairly flat, which is frequently vetted by waves

at high tide. Beyond the berm crest is a forward dune apron that averages

50 ft In width, has a 1% slope, and s covered with loose, fairly dry

sand. The dune area is relatively flat near the fordard dune apron but

.. opea dowiard as it extends Inland.

12. Vehicle tests vere run parallel to the shore oan the bern crest

an peendicular to the shore on the forward 4hn apron lb test we

run an the foeshore becae of its narw width, or in the dwm am
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because of vegetation and irregularity of the nurface. The sand was uni-

form in gradation over the entire beach; a representative sample revealed

poorly graded sand (SP), medium-textured (plate 4, fig. 1). The cone index

for the 0- to 6-in. depth ranged from 21 to 48. Characteristics of the

sand are listed in table 1.

13. Makua Beach. This beach is located on the western shore of

Oahu, 3 miles south along the coast from Kaena Point (see plate 1), and is

approximately 3/4 mile

lone and averages 200 ft

in width (fig. 4). A

profile of te beach I s

shown in fig. 5. The

foreshore is approxi-

mately 30 ft wide and

has an average slope of

25%. At high tide the

foreshore is almost

covered with water.

Fig, . I p To H,, Mkkua Beach Muist of the foreshore is

underlain by rock, which

can be seen as outcrops some distance out from. the water's edge. Occasion-

ally, the shore line is broken by crescent-hr ped trouli w1ch extend tn

the forward dune

apron. The berm creat ° " -O*M
a ve rag e s 1 5 ft in , a .- , .r. . .. _ _ __- ._ . :

width, is relativelylo

flat, and is occasion- V-

ally wetted '. ave

action. Londvard o_

the berm crest is the a 46 1"

berm backslope, which Fig. 5. Beach profile, Makus Beach

averages 50 ft in

width; its s1ipe averages 6$ downward as it continues inland. The berm

backslope Is seldom wetted by Iw' except when the waves are umasusy
high. Beyond the berm slap. is the forwaf &iw apron, A ch a ra s
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21 ft in width and has an uneven surface that is partly due to an old rail-

road bed over which beach sand has been deposited by wind. Some portions

of the dune area were suitable for testing

14. Vehicle tests were run on all areas of Makua Beach. The tests

on the berm crest were run parallel to the shore line, and most of the tests

on the forward dune apron were run perpendicular to the shore line. Only

a mall portion of the foreshore was suitable for vehicle tests. The sand

was poorly graded (SP) and fine to medium in texture (plate 4, fig. 1, and

table 1); in the dune area the sand was darker In appearance than that of

the other areas and had little or no fines. The cone index for the 0- to

6-in. depth ranged from 22 to 136.

15. Crescent Beach. Crescent Beach (fig. 6), located approximately

I mile southeast of Makua

Beach, is not as uniform

throughout its length as

the beaches described

previously and thus is

represented by two dif-

ferent profiles, one

through a crescent-

shaped trough area be-

twL n cusps, designated

area one (fig. 7), and

the other through an Fig. 6. Oahu, T. H., Crescent Beach

area with no cusps, designated area two (fig. 8).

16. An average profile through area one shcds a foreshore that is

long and relatively flat for foreshore. in this area. It averages

mv 50Oft in Widthp k.wA&

N so~ 6$ slope, and i oen-;it~I i' -ftir1.y covered by surf

vetted during lo 1w e
- .Rocks an e3ond at the

Fig, 7. ek pm ole, wet Demc, am am toe of th f @ear@
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during low tide. Land-

* - 4Z .- . o -1 ward of the foreshore is

,-the berm crest, which

averages 20 ft in width@

No berm backslope is

evident , and the forward

dune apron rises di-

so S SO i N . rectly from the berm
PSIIAWCII Wm I1'11OSTVOC w earcre st* It averages 75

Fig. 8. Beach profile, Crescent Beach, area two
ft in width and has an

8% slope. The dune area on this beach is a mifture of sand and silt and

supports vegetation to such an extent that it was inpractical to run ve-

hicle tests on it.

17. An average profile of beach area two is similar to the profile

c? Mkua Beach. The foreshore averages 25 ft in width, has a 25% slope,

and leads up to a berm crest approximately 15 ft in width. Landward of the

berm crest is the berm backslope, which averages 30 ft in width and slopes

downward toward the forward dude apron on an average slope of 44. The for-

ward dune apron averages 30 ft in width, has a 10% slope, and leads up to

a dune area on which are found vegetation such as trees and underbrush.

18. Vehicle tests were run on all portions of Crescent Beach except

the dune area. Foreshore tests in the vicinity of the crescent-shaped

troughs were run both parallel and perpendicular to the shore line. Tests

on the berm crest were run parallel to the shore line, and tests on the berm

backslore were run perpendicular to the shore Line. A representative sam-

pie of sand from Crescent Beach shows a poorly graded (SP), fine-textured

material (plate 4.. fig. 1, and table 1). The cone index for the 0- to 6-
in. depth -awed from 18 to 66.

19. M!nkr Beacho This beach (fig. 9), adjacent to the southeast

end of Crescent Beach, is approximately 2000 ft long and has two distinct

profiles. one of which is similar to the profile of Makua Beach.

20. Area one profile (fig. 10) shows a foreshore averaging 30 ft

in width, with an averaW slope of 250. The berm crest is about 20 ft wide

and is wetted occasioally by high waves. Beyond the berm crest is the

berm bsckslope, averagift 50 ft in width; it has an avmra slope of 5%
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aownward as it extends in-

land, The forward dune apron

is about 25 I't wide,, and has

a 15% slope leading upto a

dune area on which some vege-

tation is paowing.

21. Area two profile

(f~ 11) represents an area

in which the berm backslope-

slopes, downward, leaving a

low area behind the beach

in which water no doubt Fig. 9. ()ahu, T, H,, Buzier Beach

stands for some time after

~GAPMM M heavy rains. The fore-
... ~ I shore of this profile re-

______-- smbles other beaches

------- inntioned in that it
ULIOl-O ! _

averages 30 ft in width
ii'.> ,,* and has a 250plpe h

ld berm crest averages 20 ft

DISTAPOCIIin width and is rela-
t ively flat. L Andward.,

Fig. 10. Beach profile, Bunker Beach, area one th ber bacltslope

averages 100 ft in width and slopes downward on an average ~1eof 6%.

22. Vehicle tests,

were run on the berm crc:;t "amew ms4 es + Now 4"asft

(parallel to the shore _T 7

line), the berm backslope ----- im~_

(perpendicular to the

shore line), and on the

forward dune apron (per- It

pendicular to the shore UA~ on 12;

line). The foreshore Fig* 11. Beach profile, Bunker Beach, area two
slope was too steep for
vehicle test.,and the dune area cotidtoo .ich veptatione The sand
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was poorly graded (SP), with almost equal awcunts of medium and fine sizes

(plate 4, fig. 2, and table i). The cone index for the 0- to 6-in. depth

ranged 1'rom 39 to 85.

23. Other beaches. Only cone index and sand data were obtained on

the beaches at Pokai Bay 1, Pokai Bay 2, Naval Ammunition Depot (AD), and

Last Beaches. Profiles of these beaches are shown in fig. 12. The sands

from these beachee were all poorly graded (SP) and ranged in texture from

medium for Last and Pokai Bay 1 Beaches, to fine-to-medium for NAD and

Polai Bay 2 Beaches (see table 1). The cone index for the 0- to 6-in.

depth ranged from 28 to 31 for Pokai Bay 1 Beach, 22 to 52 for Pokai Bay 2

Beach, 26 to 51 for NAD Beach, and 11 to 27 for Last Beach.

Hawaii, T. H.

24. Hawaii is the largest island of the Hawaiian Islands chain and,

likc Oahu, is of volcanic

origin. It is the only

island of this chain that

has an active volcano at

the present time. For

the most part the shores

of Hawaii are rocky and

cliffed,, but there are a

few sand beaches.

25. The beach

tested on Ha-il is cov-

,,fred with 1-a -. axin de- Fig. 13. Uawaii, T. H., Wflapae Beach

rived from lava rockz

jam& (figo 13). A beach pro-
file is shown in fig. 14.

ei is A aiwt iMccessible by

t ~vehicle, no trafficabil-

#its to ity tests were perfomndo

-
khuvw r, cone index pro-

U"g* a o" files and sowd aqles

Fig. 14. Beach profile, Hwaii, Klaawa Beach were obtaird. Kalapam
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Beach is approximately 1/4 mile long and about 150 ft wide. The foreshore

is approximately 30 ft wide and has a 12% slope. Bedrock can be seen at

the toe of the slope and is partially exposed at low tide. The entire

foreshore is wetted during high tide. A berm crest at the top of the fore-

shore averages 10 ft in width, and the backshore slopes gently downward as

it continues inland, with palm trees growing near the berm crest. The sand

waa poorly graded (SP), fine- to medium-textured (plate 4, fig. 3, and

table 1). The cone index for the 0- to 6-in, depth ranged from 25 to 68.

Kwalalein Atoll

26. Kwajalein Atoll (plate 1), one of the largest atolls in exist-

ence, is approximately

75 miles long * , .n the

western to the southern

tip. It consists of

coral reefs and small

sand bars surrounding

a .a'goon. Kwajalein,

its largest island, is

located on the southern

tip of the atoll and is

approximately 3 miles

long and 1/2 le ide; Fig. 15. eaJalein Atoll, ocean side

most of this area is

used for an airfieldo A
profile across the island

shows the beaches on the

ccc-un side' to be pri-

marily gravel (fig. 15)

and soewvhat atecper than

the coral sand beaches on

the lagorn side (fig.

16). The sand on the
occan-s1d-, beaches ic

-j-only a fev inches deep

F g. 16. aJa a AtOII, 214P= se ad ovivrliev bedrock.
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Also, it should be noted that the ending foreshore and beginning of

backshare on the lagoon beaches of Kwh' .Lein are not as imll defined as on

OQhu, here berm crests were present on nearly every beach. Nine vehicle

tertz vere run on three beaches (designated numbers 5, 6, fnd 7) on the
Iaoon side of the island where American landings were made in 1944; in

addition, cane index and sand data were obtained on another lagoon beach
(designated number 1). Thece four beaches are described in the folloving
paragraphs, and profiles of each are hown in fig. 17. Gradation and

characteristics of the sand found on them are given in plate 4 (figs. 3
anid 4) and table 1, respectively.

e-7 each 92l.op This beach is located approximately midway along
the lagoon coast line of the island. A.; sh(n in fU'. 17a, the foreshore

io 6O ft wide and has a slope of I4e,,; it is underlain by coral roc:4 at a

depth of about 7 in. The bac':shore exte2nds C0 ft inland and is fairly fla-.

The sand from this beach was

poorly eraded (Si') and fine-

textured. Range of cone index fove

the 0- to 6-in, depth Ws 7-52.
_____ 23. Deach INo. 5. This

____ ____ beach i. located about 100 ft

W, ... W -test of Beach M. 1. Its fore-

shore averates CO ft iA 'tilth and

a. Beach Ilo. I 'h4 a 13% slope (:ig. Ib). The
"Namgri but ksho.'e extend 60 ft inland,

rlsir, slirhtly. The sand .Ms
iforl .... ded (SP), rine- to
rrzedium-textured. Cone index for

the 0- to 6- in* depth ran(Wd

-rm .107 to 128.
lo :29. Beah V ". Located

0Mom about 2MCO It vest of the northern-

b. Beach go. 5 mst tip of the islands this bca4h

haa been mwodi.ia by a hydraulic

Fla. 17a and b. Bauch tmfilears fuJ h " v i fv'a tIW
cow Jarie Isc~1ethat Kajalei It aeoon. A sh-.Aa Ini tt.* *, the

w i-- ---_ = -
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foreshore averages 60 ft in -,idth and has a 13% slope. The backshore ex-

tends 60 ft inland und is fairly flat. A representative sample from this

U -I beach revealed th.'% sand to be
Asetoorl ^lftraded (SP),. medium- to

M.- ---- fine-textured, with some silt.

Cone index for the 0- to 6-in.

I ------- depth ranged from 50 to 153.
30. Ieach No. 7. Located

on the northern tip of the island,
c. Beach No. 6 this beach has a forehore tbat

averages 75 ft in width and has

sac" _L. an average slope of 13% (fig~.

______ - 17d). The backshore extends

65 ft inla and is fairly

flat. The sand was poorly

- graded (sP), medium- to fine-
textured. Cone index for the

, =- 0- to 6-in, depth ranged from

62 to 136.
. Beach No. 7

Fig. 17c and d. Beach profiles and 31. The island of Guam

cone index isoplethss Kwajslein (plate 2) in approximately 30

miles long, 4 to 8 miles wide, and about 25 square miles in area. It con-

sists essentially of volcanic rock and coral limestone, with a frineing

reef of coral around most of the island. All beaches tested were coral

except Talofofo, which vas made up of volcanic materials, in the beach

descriptions, the backahore areas are not separated into berm crest and

berm bacl:slope since tben beach areas on Gum were not as pronouned as

on Cahtu Oeven vehicle tests were run on four beaches, and sand ,ru cone

index data were obtained on two additional beaches. The beaches are de-

scribed in the foliwifg , and gradation and cheacteristies of

the beach materials are wav in plate 4 and table 1, reopectively.

32. It ge is located n the west coast ,,T Gu aproximately

mile suth of Ov At&. A beach profile Is sbmn in f Lg. 18. The foro-

sbh'v In the vLeiant of the tst am slopes &% and is apprraltely 25 ft
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wide. The backshore is relatively flat and extends 80 ft inland (f!'i.

18a). The sand on this beach was poorly graded (SP) and fine-textured.

The cone index for the 0- to 6-in. depth ranged from 52 to 68.
33. Jones Leach. located on the east coast of Guam approximately

1-1/2 miles north of Talofoff Bay, has a foreshore approximately 40 ft in

width, with a 14% slope. As shown by the profile in fig. 18b, the bac!:-

store is 110 ft wide and failx y flat. Sparse vegetation grows on the back-

shore. The sand was poorly grWod (SW) and medium-textured. The cone in-

dex for the 0- tu 6-in. depth rnuged from 31 to 52.

II -

a. Ntmi.tz Beach

_ _ _ --- --.

- . ...

i-iii

b. JonesBec

Fig. 18a and b. Beach profiles and con index
Itspltbs, Omm

34. 2 . glhi. located on the nor coast, midway between

flitidian Point and Pati Point* Is about 180 ft video The foreshore aver-

ags 70 ft in width and has a 20% slope; the backshore is flat (fig. 18c).

The sand .ns poorly Vraed (M), sndimmw to ftizmteztld. oCw index for

the O- to 6-i. depth ws so to I1. 1g4. 19 is a ev or tUs bech.
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c. Taraguj Beach

is °  -s'--n -

d. NCJ Beach e. TalifXfo Bay Beach

Fir. 18c, d, and e. Beach profiles and cone index isopleths, Guam

35. TIC& Beach is
located on ';he ;restern

shore about 1 mile south

f auto Point. The

foreshore is about 60 ft

-ide !ith a QS slo.e.

The bacl:shore is 1lat

and 70 ft in -'ith

(fl. t1>c). The sand as

T oorly Zraded (32), fine-

t-, rmdiwr-texturec. Corne

index for the 0- to 6-in. F-. 9o Gum... Turagte Beach

de. th ranged f rom 7) to PA.

36. Taliofofo Dc.J It i located on the eastern shre ne.r the rc
Talofofo Dty, The foresho- j is aborut 2D ft vide with a 1CF sla*e, Beyond

it is a 4-ft-high scarp (fie* 13e), expoced to urosion by waves during

high vide. Above the *car, is a fairly level bacPkAure, 1.0 ft vide. This

.. ich ia inaccessible to ,r'ealed vehiclc. A representative aample of IC
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showed it to be a poorly graded (Wr), medium- to fine-textured sand con-

tUining come silt. Range of cone index for the 0- to 6-in, depth was 32-61.

37. T!2n kach is located on the western shore of Guam, near the

southern end of Tumon Bay. As shown

in figs 20, the foreshore averages-

60 ft in width and has a 20% slope,-

The backahore also averages 66 ft in l _

width and slopes downward from the W,0
foreshore. Some vegetation is I!-
growing on the backshore* The ,and ,.

is poorly graded (SP), medium- to

fine-textured. The cone index for Fig. 20. Beach profile, Tumon Beach

the 0- to 6-in, depth ranged frce 102 to 144.

Luzcn, P. I*

S...38. Luzon, the

largest island of the

Philippine Islands group,

measu~res sowe 40,420

square miles in area.

Beaches are numerous but

ecause of the great dis-

tance between most

beaches and any military

reservation, only one

Fig. 21. Luzon, P. I., Lido Beach beach, Lido, waz tested.

Lido (fig. 21) is located

approximately 20 miles south of Manila on Manila Bay. The foreshore area

tested averages 60 ft in width and has a "Prq--_

slope of 18%. The backshore extendsg

100 ft inland and slopes gently downward
(See fix. 22).o Tte ido Beach grain- , ...

size curve showed a poorly graded (--P)-,

fine to medium send (plate 4., fig*. 6, , __ --

cnd table 1). ome Wndex for the 0- to ' * .

6- in. depth ranged from 97 to 131. Fig. 22. Beach profile, Lido Peach
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Miyway Atoll
39. Midway Atoll is located 1300 miles vest of Oahu, near the end of

the Hvaiian chain. It is circular in shape, the diamter v.thln the en-

circling reef being

about 6 adles. The

atoll includes two

islands, Sand and East-

ern, which have a com-

bined area of approxi-

mately 2 square miles.

Tests were performed

only on Officers' Club

Beach (figs. 23), which

is located on the north-

Fig. 23. Midway Atoll, Off lers' Club Beach ern shore of the lagoon

side of Send Island.

The foreshore averages 60 ft in width

Wnc has a slope of 12%. Ttw back- SR
shore is fairly flat and is ft lii-
wide (fig. 24). A representative

sample showed a poorly graded(S)

fine- to medum-textured sand (plate --

4, fig. 6, and table 1) The cown

index for the 0- to 6-in, depth leach I Offcer

raed from 34 to 72. Cl leach
Iwo Lima

i0* Iwo Jim, the central ow of thre smalI islands that mim up

the Volcao Isla b chain, Is 5 mis long an 2-1/2 miles wideo T1*

northern portion of the I slo Is a rvizm -cut dame, which deseews south.

ward through a rough plateau and Is coknod to Mount Suribachl by an

lteasm. Vehice tests were perfoimed on the tvo beaches on Two Jim on

which severe military loes were mffted in 315, Red leach a yellW

Beach. Both beaches com isted of w saty ad vol i ash.

4w r .od. 1bd Bmb (fig. 25) la located on the vst shore of

Iwo Jim, and extoeg a -i__ely 2P-/2 U)s wrtbwd frm Umat
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Fig. 25. Iwo Jima,
Red Beach

Fig. 26. Beach profile)
Red Beach

Suribachi. The foreshore averages 75 ft in width and has a 20% slope. "he

backshore extends 125 ft inland and has two berms (see fig. 26). Beyond

the backshore the forward dune apron extends 800 ft, and its slope averages

19%. The dune area is partially stabilized by vegetation. The Red Beach

grain-size curve shoved

a poor y aded (SP),

fine to medium sand

(plate 4,0 fig. 6,9 am

table 1). The con

index for the O- to 6-
In, depth ramgsd f

2 to l241
Ii2.

This beach (fig. 27) Is
located as the at

ave of m JIM and Fi. 27. Io , To',
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1 extends approximately 1-1/2

miles northitard from Mount- m"
.. Surbachi. The foreshore 4s
S75 ft in width and has a2C

"-. slope. Beyond the foreshore

the backshore averages 45 ft

in width and slopes slightly
WSYAcr Ipe' doinward. The forward dune

Fig. 28. Beach profile, Yellow Beach apron extends 450 ft inland,

and its slope averages 14

(fig. 28). The sand was poorly graded (SP), and medl4i =t-tuaed (plate 4,

fig. 6, and table 1). The cone index for the 0- to 6-in. depth ranged from

18 to 88.

Yuma, Arizona,. Tst Areas

Test Station ares

43. Testing at the Yuma Test Station (plate 3), located approxi-

mately 25 miles north of Yuma, Arizona, on the east bank of the Colorado

River, was confined to prepared test lanes. The test lanes are shown in

fig. 29. Towing tests were perfc, id on the prepared lanes, but no single

self-propelled vehicle tests.

44, The test lanes, appioximately 300 ft long and 40 ft wide, were

prepared by harrowing to

a depth of 20 in. and

smoothing the surface

;ith an aluminum I-beam

attached behind the

harrw. The test sites

included one level area

and three slopes with

grades of aplroximately

10, 15, and 20%, re-

r r :ctively. nalyrx.

f uri:lez revealed the Fig. n). YA,n Tert P'tatior. area
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sand to be medium- to fine-textured, with a small percenwge of fines (see

table 1). A representative grain-size curve is shown in fig. 'j of plate 4.

Dune area

45. Tests were also conducted in a sand tune area referred to herein

as the Yuma dune area, although it is actually locate.d in California, ap-

proximate)y 20 miles west

of Yuma, Arizona (see

plate 3). Fig. 30 shows

the general appearance of

the test area, which con-

sists of active sand

dunes, some as high ar

300 ft, although the

majority are less than

100 ft high. Analyses of

samples from the test

area showed the sand to Fig. 30. Yuma dune area

be medium- to fine-

grained. A representative grain-size curve is shown in plate 4, and supple-

mentary sand data are presented in table 1. Cone index for the 0- to 6-1n.

depth ranged from 21 to l41. The moisture content of the 0- to 6-in. depth

during the test period was approximately 2.0% by vreight, unusually high for

this area. This was attributed to the fact that the first general rain in

about two years occurred at the beginning of testin,;.

Camp Lejeune, 1, C., Ter-t Area

146. Tests Vrere conducted on Onclov Beach (fig. 31) which is located

cn he Atlantic Coast ;:ithin the reservation boundaries of Camp Lejeune,

N. C. (uee plate 3 for location). It is approximately 5 miles long and

co;itiat of finn quartz sand. A beach profile is shown in fig. 32. The

foreshore ranges in width from 15 to 20 ft at high tide to as much as 100

I't during low tide. The average foreshore slqoj is about 6%. Cone index

for the 0- to (-in. depth ranged from 50 to 167. Beyond the fo)reshore was

o very short formrd dune apron -ith dune arc-a -and extending to the
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Fig. 31. Onslow Beach,
Camp Lejeune

Fig. 32. Beach profile,
Camp Lejeune

4I

o O eeO U

foreshore in some areas. Dune area slopes were short and steep, with only

a few low passages through the dunes. Gradation ciurves for the 0- to 6-in.

depth show a poorly graded (SP), fine-textured sand. A representative

grain-size curve is shown In plate 10 and supplementary sand data are pre-

sented in table 1. All towed-vehicle tests were conducted on the fore-

shore, parallel to the water's edge. Tests of self-propelled vehicles

were conducted on the forward dune apron and dune area.

Instrts Usd to Wta$n Test Ita

iq. The cons peowter for measuring strength and a hand level

for a&surtng slope ,ere used t the tbree test prrop' .o Tire

pressres were checked with laboratory-type test Vls during all three

test propins Dyzm--mtors were used only during the !um and CaW

LJm tests; the slip =ter vas used only at Yua. Thse various items

of euUj at ma describedn lt follw ng -- b.
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Sand data

40. Cone penetrometer. The cone penetrometer is a field instrument

consisting of a 30-deg cone with a 0.5-sq-in. base area mounted on one end

of a shaft in such a way

that it can be forced

into the soil by hand.

The penetrometer in use

is illuitrated in fig.

33. A proving ring and

calibrated-dial assembly

are mounted on the other

end of the shaft and are

used to measure the load

applied. The penetra-

tion resistance (read Fig. 33. Cone penetrometer in use

from the dial) is termed

cone index (see "Definitions"). This is the sare instrument used to

measure the trafficability of fine-grained soils.

49. H level. A hand level accurate to 0.5% iias used for deter-

mining the slope prior to each vehicle test. Slope readings were made by

placing the hand level in the center of a 6-ft plank adjacent to the ve-

hicle and parallel to the vehicle path. 3lope measurements recorded v'ere

the average of several measurements around the vehicle.

Vehicle data

50. Tire-pressure ale. The laboratory-type test gages used to

regulate tire-inflhtion pressures during the tests were a-curate to 0.25

psi throughout the range of tire pressures tested. Fig. 34 shows a tire-

pressure check being made on one of the test vehicles.

51. D meters The dyxminceter& used were electrically recording

load cells suitable for measuring forces in tension by translating changes

In force into chants in electrical energy. Thse load cells are hermeti-

call-, sealed and operate without uechaly meovig pOrts. T..e sens i

element is a high-strength load-carryina memer to which are bonded slecial

.M-4 strain Ms that undergo resistance chutges precisely protortial to

applied strain. 'The dtem ters, used to meavsAurw A* r puAlls dring the
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Fig. 34. Tire-presswe check before testing

totting and towed tests, were connected between the test vehicle and the
load vehicle, and measured th-- amoumt of pull exerted by the twing ve-

hicle. Dynamometers ranrged in capacity from 1CCO to 50,000 lb, dependinc

upon the amount of force to be measured.

52. Slip meter. The distance a point on the periphery of a wheel or

track traveled during a given time and the distance the vehicle traveled

during the same time vere determined by a slip meter. The meter recorded

the number of revolutions the vehicle wheel made while propelling the ye-

hicle, and the number of revolutions made by a nonslippinc bicycle wheel

trailing the test vehicle and attached to it.

53. Recorder for dynmoter and slip measurements. During the

drabrbar-slip tests the force exerted on the dynmweter, and the events
experienced by the slip meter vere amplified and recorded simultaneously as

traces on paper tape moving through a six-channel direct-inklng recorder.

Tests with the 2-1/2eton 1135 utilized all six channels, since electrical

contacts vere placed on four wr vieels and the bicycle -heel, and one

channel -m r for recodiMg the &ynm tr maumets. Toed-
vehicle tests utilizted a 11r recorder of the sane type since oy one

chani for ncordiqUSUM Lymete mawswe ="AWL

5.. rhe nspl system of naring drAs sli reuired t fj

-- I _, - tA -
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Fig. 35. Toving tests, drawfbar pull

fig. 35. Electric cables, connecting the test vehicle and the instrumned
vehicle, transmitted the Lweasureuwnts to the recorder. For the simple

to'ed-vehicle tests, rect trder, amplifier, and pmer supply -were mounted in

the towing vehicle,.

Vehicles sted

rtcific ilands

55. The vehicles tested rere furnished by ilitary units on each

island. They inclut,:d the 1/ 4 -ton m3Al Lx truck, the 3/I-ton i37 4zA

truc:, the 2-1/Zetorz N2U 6x6 truck, the 2-1/2-ton 1215 (x6 tru':, and an

unnumbered 2-1/C-ton 66 trucl-. These vehicles are shcwm in ,0icso 36

A 37. The test vehicles are equipped with standard equipment and tires,

except that the 2-1/2-ton 1215 was tested '4ith six 1l.00x3 12-ply tires,

sinle tandem (this vehicle - is eiped Vith ten 9.00x3) tirns).

All the vehicles ire tested at their rated otfthisua psyload (awim)

capacity) and, in additio., the 1Q5 '1 testd at ametaIt the ratS pay

load, and the 1211 =z tested. sqt. Wbile wlgxt, test ab, M tire

descriptions wn sha in the taItia a pe 32; sVW m wWeb

&ta an gLvm 1n tabl 2.

I



so lA-ton ?438A1
14x4 truck

b. 3/14-ton M437
14x 14 truck

c. 2-1/2-ton M211
6z6 truck

6w6 truck

?lg. 36. bft-fpr~euod WNW"M neus Uw4 la tns



a.2-1/2-ton
6x6 truck

b. 2-1/2-ton M135
6x6 truck

c. 5-ton M441
6x6 truck

d. 5-ton M4
6x6 truck

rig. 37. Sulf-propelled utmIW vehic1.s used In tests

it
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32 A

Vehicle Wt lb Tire Dta
Approx Ply

VehUcl __ Load Gross ,Sze Rating Nu.

1/4-ton M3&1 4x4 truck 2,625 500 3,125 7.00x16 6 4
3/n-ton M37 4A4 truck 5,917 1,500 7,417 9.OCxl6 8 4

2-1/2-ton 4211 6x6 truck 13,120 0 13,120 9.00x20 8 10
13,120 5,000 18,120 9.OOx20 8 10

2-1/2-ton IW15 6x6 truck 14;8= 2,500 17,320 l1.0Ox20 12 6
14,820 5,000 19, 820 ll.OOx2O 12 6

2-1/2-ton 6x6 truch iioco 4+,t00 15,8CC 8.25x20 -- 6

56. The truck ieights ".ere talen from the identification-data p1ates

inside the cab; however, the 2-1/2-ton 6x6 truck used on KwaJalein had no

identification data and its veight was estimated* This truck vs very cld

but still functioned tell. Its tire size was 8.25x20, which apparently

!ras not standard for the truck. The drive shaft of the 3/4-ton truc'. used

on Guawm broke during a difficult maneuver on the fore Shore of IES Beach.

Otherrise, all vehicles tested appeared to be in very Yood mechanical

condition, ar1 vere able to spin their wheels when inr.ubilized. The tire..'

'n most of the vehicles tested were %orn, but otherri.e in good condition

(no large cuts or bulaes).
Yuma, Arizona

57. The vehicles tested v,.-e furnished by the Ywna Test Station and

are shan in figs. 36, 37, and 38. All ibeled vehiclus -rere equipped .rith

standard military, nondirectionml, cross-country tires. The folloinr

table lists the "ehicles teated and pertinent vehicle data; additional ve-

hicle inta are given in table 2.

.....!heeled Vehicles
-Vehicle Wta lb TiLe Data

1,lrox - - Ply,~t Iw vr .... o s 3iz~e Rair Juo

1/ 4 -ton 143A1 Mx4 true;: 2,475 500 2,975 7.0Ox16 6 F

3/4-ton 1437 4X4 truck 5,p45 0 5,45 9.COx16 3 4
75o 6,4251,50 7,083

2,300 7,P85

2ml/2tofl 1035 6x6 truc: 12,1450 0 12,1450 lj.C.(xz20 12

5,000 17, 3 0
4 7,50 Z# s5C .

(Continud)



ILO 1/4-mO C cargo
csrrior (es

b. 18-ton ?4hA2 bL-
spee4tractor

C. 38-ton NS hi-

lu 300 V16hlem ud la t
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, heeled Vehicles (2ont'd) -

-ehicle A "lb Tire Data
Approx ply

Vehicle ,,, Load ross ize Rating &L
5-ton *1 6x6 truck 18,115 0 18,115 14.00x20 12 6

5,000 24275
10,000 28,175
15,000 32,380

5-ton M44 6x6 truck 20,635 10,000 30,635 11.0Ox20 12 10

b. 3
Tr 2kd Vehic les 

.
Vb iack,., ,.Dim Average

Approx Length Width Contact
Vehicle Emty Load Gross in. in. Pressure. psi

1/4-ton M29C weasel 5,970 0 5,970 78 20 lo9
1,000 6,970 2.2

18-ton K4.A2 hi-speed
tractor 36,910 0 36,9-:) 126 24 6.1

38-ton HS hi-speed
tractor 76,000 0 76,000 176 22 9.8

58. All vehicles appeared to be in good mechanical condition and,

with the exception of the M135 when loaded with 10,000 ib, each vehicle was

able to spin its wheels or tracks when imobilized while oyerating under

full load. Testing with the 1*1 loaded with 15,000 lb was limited because

severe side-all buckling of the tires occurred whan the truck was operated

with tires inflated to 10-psi pressure.

agM Lejeune, . C.
59. The wheeled trailers tested were furnished by the Motor Officer

at Camp Lejeune and are showm in fig. 39. The self-propelled teuts were

conducted with vehicles of the types shown in figs. 36a and b, and fig.

5Th. 2M followif table lst the vehicles tested and pertinent vehicle

data; aftJtioml vehicle data m given In table 2.

Vehcle I b Tire .
Appro~ply

,. ,,., ad . goss ,,, t n %

Slfproi.e Vehicles
1/li-ton H3PA1 14A truck 2,77 200 2,7 7.001x6 6 4
3/4-ton 337 14A truck 6,067 0 6,067 9*OOx16 8 4
2- 1/2-ton 14W3 "x truck 1L2,1450 5,O00 17,v.50 ll.00x2D 12 6

(Gout inted)



a.1/hi-ton bflO cargo traloar

b.3/4-tOn M01l carg tr&i2*r

C. 1-1/2-ton XO4305
cro trailer

d. 37.5-kv Pw tO
trailer

Of&o o9tu

74.o"" In tus1" "&ismt too".
Stim IL JAD
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Vehicle Wt. lb Tize Data
Approx Ply

yehicle ItY ;&&. LrosS Size tNo

Towe .nld Vehicles

1/4-ton flO0 cargo
trailer 569 0 569 7.00x16 6 2

250 782
500 1,127
750 i,211

3/4-ton 14101 cargo
trailer 1,339 750 2,089 9.0x16 8 2

1,500 2,960
2,250 3,679

1-1/2-ton XMI05 cargo
trailer 2,450 1,500 4,11o 9.OOx2O 8 2

3,000 5,648
4.,500 7,482

37.5-)ec generator

trailer 7,153 0 7,153 7.00x20 8

6-ton cargo trailer 10,960 O 10,60 10.OOxZO 10 4
6,000 27,1-0 (front)

12,000 25,520 ii.Ox20 12 4

60. All vehicles tested tiere in good confition. The three tio-

irheeled trailers were equipped with standard military tires, and thc two

four-wheeled trailers were equipped ,ith standard coumercially available

tires.

Lats C lted

61. The tests ,rore oi' three types: single self-propelled vehicle

tests, toving tests, and towv -ve cle tests. A sinele self-propelled ve-

hicle test Indicated the ability of the vehicle V# iagotiate various sand

conditions and sl-pes. TwIng tests von mae for two tymral ijwpsen:

to determim the mzima drafar (tolag) fore the test vehicle cwn

eart vhile sing siwly tom t over a t" of soil cotitsw ad

clop", and to deveu dnvar i1-s.y relations. I,. tU -odbicle

tastes were a to mama tin foree 3- to tow a given vhicle. j
rollovng p p o em"rt te tyfes of tests and ito or each tp=

- - - -NY IF=
S=
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co'nducted with each vehicle for each of the three general test areas,

Pacific islands, Y~ua, and Cawp Lejeune.

Pacific islands

62. In this test program, 24 beaches located on 7 islands were

visitede Vehicle tests were not conducted on 10 of these beaches, but soil

classification and cone index data were collected. The vehicle tests on

the other 14 beaches were all of the single, self-propelled vehicle type.

63. Single seL-propelled tests. The folloving table shovs the

numbeA of tests conducted at each beach with each wheeled vehicle.

Number of Vehicle Tests
Vehicle

Island Beach .... 1M211 .lr 2-1/2-T_ Total

()r6hu Mokulela 7 6 -- 1 - 17
Drone 8 - .. 8
MLua 12 57 41 43 - 153
Crescent --m 4o 14 7 - 61
Bunker 14 WM 20 3 - 37

KwaJalein 5 -- 1 -- mm - 1
6 4 4 -- -m 7
7 - m- 1 1

Guam Niitz -- m- -- - 1
Jones -- 2 - . ..
rIrague 3

Luzon Lido m- 1 -- -- -

7-- . . Red 34. 20 34 -

Yell( -- I5 m- - 17

Ttal 75 150 111 5 7 4 3)7

64. Otgegr teas. The beaches on hich cone index and soil lat- "ere

obtained but no velticle tests Performed are as follovs:

_i oa bI K111l IOah Powa DW 1 XW&Jalelft 1
POW oaoy 2
SaD_

I al hapmMday Atoll Otfloers' Club
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)Um, Arizona

65. SIngle self-2ropelled tests. Four wheeled vehicles (M38A1, p37,

M135, and MI4) were tested at various tire pressures on slopes in the
natural dune area. Nl the vehicles, with the exception of the M38A1, were
also tested at various payloads. The following tabulation shows the number
of tests conducted with each vehicle.

Number of tests
With Each Vehicle Total

14 102 122 167 405

66. Towing tests. Maximum-drawbar-pull tests (D) were cofiucted on

natural and prepared level and aloping terrain with five wheeled vehicles
(38A1, 1437, 14135, m1l, and 145r) and three tracked vehicles (M29C, 14A2,

and 146); drawbar pull-slip (S) characteristics were determined only -for the

14135 2-1/2-ton truck and the 1429C weasel. The number of tests conducted

with each vehicle on prepared lanes and in the sand dunes is listed below.

Number of Vehicle Tests
Wheeled Vehicles TakdVhce

Test 1..
Area ILZD I LI LZ L Z 1ZDI
Pre-
pared
laneo 6 0 5 0 31 50 15 0 7 0 64 50 13 324 0 30 20 32

Sand
dunes 4 0 10 2 0 oo oo 16 0 3 0 5 0 0 0 8 0

- - - - - - - - - - - m 
wl

Total 10 0 15 0 33 50 15 0 70 80 50 16 32 90 30 28 32

Camp Lejteune. . C.

67. At Caqp Lejeune, single self-propelled t.ts were conducted on
slopes with three vehicles. Towed-vehicle tests were conducted with five

trailers, at various loads and tire pressures, on undisetind mad (by

tow.lng the trailer with a long cableo see fig* 40, I) and disturbed

sand (by towing a trailer coupled directly behind the towing vehicle, me

fig. 39). No twing tests were coMucted.

-68. am"Lf& g.2j== t . L mree wTeiM vehiles (M3a8o
M37, 1 M35) loaded to nomina capacities were tested at v1 tie
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pressures on dune slopes. The number of tests made with each vehicle is

as follovs:

Number of Tests
With c Voltcle Total

= -- 1= Tests
17 29 37 83

69. Towd-vehicle tests. Tests with wheeled trailers were conducted
on undisturbed sando disturbed sand, and asphalt pavement. The folloving
tabulation shows the mober of tests conducted with each vehicle.

Mhgr of Tets with Eac h Tmiler
1/-ton 3/-ton 1-i/2-ton 37.5-kw

Test.~2L Surac M=g rator 6-tan TotalOndisturbed sand 16 12 12 4 12 56
Dnisturbed sand 16 12 12 4 12 56
Asrhalt pavement 16 12 12 4 12 56

-M -Total 48 36 36 12 36 168

Vehicle-test Proceduzres zwnd 1Mta Obtained

T--1-l'e O l ....-1d tests

70. All sizgle self-propelled tests were performed in the sawe
mnimr insofar as possible. Most of the tests on the Pacific islands were
performed with vehicles loaded to their off-road payload capacities; the
loads were secured to prevent shiftirg. The tests at Yum were performed
vith vehicles empty and loaded to 1/2, 1, and 1-1/2 times their off-road
payload capacities. Tire pressures were carefully regulated and checked
before each test. The sme driver was used with the same vehicle insofar
a. possible. Each test wa mae with the vehicle traveling in a straight-
line path in low Par, low rang, at sloIC, steady speed, and with all
wlmels drlviug. SIe FMeios tests had indicated that the first pass was
the most difcult onA to ae in sand, the tests reported Li ein were con-
cered aly vith -,s trfic. Tent aeas vwie selected on thl basis
of acMsibility, sinfw oilltl , ma ab. mm of vegetation or litter.
7M tts ate n beaces were tm both parMllel aid a--eniLIcular to
VW Waterts ed v ails ft.t vo ai L, i ez-prorae -as ob-
mwwM, MAd zarW m UNA M wa e 1CM68
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TowiM tests

71. Tte vehicle-performance data obtained in these tests consisted

of notes concerning immobilizations, general ease or difficulty with which

the vehicle traversed the test area, spinning or Jerking of wheels, and

other pertinent observations. These data are included in tables 3-7.

72. Maxigm drawbar pull. The maximum-drabar-pull tests were per-

formed on prepared lanes and dune slopes at Yuma with the test vehicle

towing a second vehicle by means of a cable. As the train moved slowly

for tard, the load was gradually increased (by application of the brakes on

the towed vehicle) intil a load cor'dition was established that was thought

to be Just short of that which would cause immobilization of the test

vehicle. This maximum drawbar pull .,as verified if a slight increase in

load caused a halt in the forward progress.

73. The data obtained consisted of continuous measurements of draw-

bar pull eccorded on an oscillograph. The maximum drawbar pull for each

test vas noted and is given in table 8.

74. Drawbar slip. Drawbar-slip tests were conducted in the same way

as the maximum-drabar-pull tests, except that at several stages between no

drairbar pull and maximun dra'tbar pull records were obtained of the forward

speed of the vehicle and the absolute speed of the track or wheel as well

as of d:-wbar pull. The first two measurements permitted the computation

of slip. These data are also given in ta- le 8.

Towed tests

75* In these tests, conuucted on asphalt pavement and sand at Camp

Iejeune, a dynamovater attached to a cable between the towing and towed,

trailer-type vehicles was used to mezLsure the towinz force. Repetitive

tests in the same path were not performed.

76. The vehicle data obtained consisted of towing force required to

move the towed vehicle at a slow, steady speed; these data are given in

tatle 9.

77. long'mim tests, Tests In which a long cable was used be-

t-reen the two vehicles permitted the offsettine of the towing vehicli

slightly so that the towed vehicle s t the ruts created by the tW-4inr

vehicle and thus traveled on undisturbed sand A peci ay built sled was

usod to support the tongp of a tvoowheel trailer in these tests. This
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Fig. 40. Long-coupled hitch for toved
tests, Camp Lejeun-

sled also contained the dynamometer, irhich was positiomd to the rear of

the sled so that it measured only the force required to pull the trailer
(ee fi. 40).

78. Short-coupled tests. The force required to tru a trailer con-

aected to the drawbar pintle oi the towing vehicle in normal fashion also

was measured by means of a dynamometer between the two vehicles. In these

tests the towed vehicle usually operated in sand that had been disturbed by

the towing vehicle.

Sand Data Obtained

Cone index

79. In the self-propelled tests, when a vehicle had successfully

traversed a given area, it was halted, and a nixber of cone index measure-

ments were made along its path. The meauremnts were made fairly close to

the ruts but at a distance believed to be outside the zona of soil actually

disturbed by the vehicle. When a vehicle was tlwbiirza , the con index

readLng W e made in the undisturbed areas a both sides cf the ve-

hicle. These reaJings were mek at the surface and St 3-1mm vertical

xerments to a depth of at least 15 in* Ten sets of eon Iz readings

sufkelly -ere =de for each test. Avera con ite a for each depth and
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each test are shown in tables 3-8. The cone index averages for the 0- to

6-, 6- to 12-, and 0- to 12-in, depths are also shown.

80. For the towing tests, cone indexes representative of the area in

which the maximun drawbar pull occurred are shown in table 8. In the

tables of data obtained in the towing and towed-vehicle tests, tables 8

and 9, cone index is given only for the 0- to 6-in, depth.

81. In towed-vehicle tests cone indexes were determined before traf-

fic and in the ruts after passage of the vehicle. This was not done in the

single self-propelled tests since previous studies on coarse-grained soils

have shown that trafficability of the soil usually improves with traffic

even though the cone index does not necessarily increase. Average cone

indexes for each test are shown in table 9.

Moisture content

82. Quantitative moisture-content determinations were not made for

each individual test because the small variation in moisture content that

might have occurred between tests on the aam component of a beach did not

Justify the time required to make such measurements. However, a qualita-

tive moisture cuntent in one of the five categories defined belor ,ras

selected for each test on the basis of appearance and feel of the sand and

is shown in tables 3-8. Quantitative measurements of moisture content were

made for each mjor test area, and are tabulated in paragraph 84.

83. The five categories of qualitative moisture cortents are defined

as follas:

a. Dry K.". Sand that was light-colored, loose, and free-
flow'ing hen poured from the hand was termed "dry." Dry
sand usually occurred on the surface of all cmponent of
the beaches except the foreshore, but seldom extended deeper
than 5 in. before becoming oist. Where test data are
available for cmpar ison, sand classed as dry on the basis
of visual observation contained less than 1.5% moisture by
weight.

b. "W -- e rsand usually lay directly beneath the
y It was usually darker in colors showed

slight cohesion, cad was cooler to the touch* In w rsl,
moist ssed was found to contain about 1.5 to 5*.0 per cent
moisture by weight when actual moisture-contet detemriam-
t i a -iere made*
*. mAL 9od on the foreshore that mae beitn vtted by
avs it was not unier a fnite depth of Water wiuag the
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time of testing was termed "wet." Wet sand exhibited a
considerable amount of cohesion,and free water could be
squeezed out of it.

d. Isted sand. Sand covered by water during the time of

testing was termed "inundated." This term refers to that
portion of the foreshore at the tie actually covered by
water from wave action. MAE: A spot on the forechore
"inundated" at one moment during the uprush of a wave might
become "wet" a few seconds later when the wave receded.

. ~Qck-condition sand. Lcoue, yielding, wet, or more com-
monly, inunated sand that had water flowing through it
vertically and became liquefied under the moving wheels
of a vehicle (thereby causing imobilization of the vehicle)
was ternmd "quick." (Erosion of the sand away from the
wheels contributed to the imobilization.)

A discussion of the effect of sand in these five moisture categories on

vehicle performance is presented in paragraphs 90 and 91.

84. Quantitative moisture contents for beaches on Oahu and the Tum

Test Station and dune areas are shown in the following table. Moisture

cor.tnts for Camp Leseune tests are shwn in table 9 and are averages of

several moisture-content values obtained in a series of tests on the same

area of beach.

Misture gontet (Per Cent)

Loca12on JeimArks

ekua &ach

Foresbore 5.9 7.2 8.A 6.8
Berm crest 3.8 4.6 4.9 5o3
Berm backslope 2.2 3.6 4.6 4.A
Forvard &ar apron 2.2 3.2 4.4 4.6
Dun area 1.2 3.4 4.l 7.2 12- to 18-in. dpth con-

taind s silt

I tshe 6.0 7.8 7.6
ft = crest 5.7 6.0 6.7
Forward 6r apron 1.1 1.9 .5
Dur am 0.7 2.6 5*.5

aresat An I

(uMe r s1 . A0)1 &%*0 Free wMW
Parslw" (Onld 7.1 13.9 23.6 am 3m to U1-i lqth a-

WS& mat"
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Moisture Content (Per cent) (Cont'd)
Depth. In.

Location 0- -21.7Remarks

Crescent Beach,
Area 1 (Cont'd)

Berm crest 5.7 7.3 8.3 10.3.
Forward dune apron 0.9 3.4 4.8 3.9

Crescent Beach, Area 2

Foreshore 10.5 13.6 20.5 24.4 6- to 18-in. depth con-
tained free vater

Berm crest 11.3 8.3 17.1 20.3 6- to 18-in, depth con-
tained free vater

Berm backslope 5.5 8.3 --- 7.8
Fornard dune apron 1.8 2.8 4.4 3.9

Bunh:er Beach, Area I

Foreshore 4.6 6, 8.5 2.)4
Berm crest 4.1 4.3 5.2 6.7
Berm backslope 1.1 1.9 3.6 4.2
Forward dune apron O.9 I.9 4.3 4.1

Bunker Beach, Area 2

Foreshore 5.2 7.9 io.4 7.3
Berm crest 9.6 8.3 8 0."
Berm backzlope .8 4.6 5.6 7.3

Dron Beach

Foreshore 4.2 5.9 8.4 ---

Berm crest 4.8 6.2 6.6 ---

Forward dune apron 0.5 1.0 5.1
Dune area 0.5 2.7 4.5

0-6 6-12
- m

110 Arizona

Test Statio, area A .o 1.6
Dune area 1.) 1.1

t$5. The slope for each test area "ms determined as dew'rlbed in

paragraph Iv). If a vehicle negotiated a nlor,., aeveral slope were

?iade in the areu of mxirm- alope; homever, if the vehicle yesa imobilized,

slole readinp were ade lo both sides of the vehicle at the site of the

inmbilization, o mClourmnt for each test are sov in tables 34.
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Rut depth
flI'

86. Rut-depth measurements were made for most tests; however, they

are not reliable as a measure of vehicle performance in cases of immobili-

zation or difficult travel because in sow iniobilizationg the vehicle was

allowed to spin its wheels longer than in others. In test where the

vehicle left a smooth rut, the rut depth was measured as the vertical dis-

tance from the original sand surface to the bottom of the rut. tere

spinning occurred and the rut surface was not easily distinguishable, the

rut depth vas determined by measuring from the center of the wheel to the

original sand surface and then subtracting that distance from the distance

between the center of the wheel and the bottom of the tire, which s

determined -hile the wheel was resting on a flat rigid surface. Rut-depth

measurements for each test are shovn in tables 3-9, and several rut con-

figurations are shown in figs. 41 ard 42.

h
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PART III: AALYSIS OF DATA 4

87. The data collected in this test progrem are analyzed under four

headings: Single Self-propelled Tests, Toying Tests, Toyed-vehicle Tests,

and Notes and Observations. The conditions and assumptions upon which the

analysis is based are described in the following section.

4

Basis of Aaswis

Sr-nd tYmes
88. Three principal types of sand were tested in this program: i

coral, volcanic, and quartz. The coral and volcanic sands imre tested in

the Pacific islands, and the quartz sand was tested in the vicinities of

Yim and Camp Lejeune. Field observations and preliminary analysis of the

data revealed no significant difference in the performance of the test
vehicles as a result of sand type; therefore, all similar vehicle tests on

sand are grouped together for analysis purposes.
Sand-tf flicabiljty catenories

89. In the pilot study, TM 3-20p 13th Oupplement, tWo broad cate-

guries of sands vere recognized from a trafficability standpoint, clean

sands, and sands with fines, poorly drained. Sand in the latter category,
-then nearly saturated, reacts to traffic in u manner similar to fine-

grained soils. It generally contains more thnn 7% fines. From the sand

dat.a reported herein it is aparent tat all soils tested were in the

clean-sand category. The sand in the Um dune area contains -.bout 7%
fines and may possibly react as a sand Ath fines,, poorly drained, but It

is in a desert area where the moisture content of the soil does not attain

a high enough level to permit a poorly drained condition to develop.

90* These :ategories are defined in p ararh 83. It was expected

that the mistre coatent of a sand would play an ivpnrtant part in its
trafficability cbmwteristi se Dry sands were expected to be loose and
yielft at the san-the uner the isostal shearing action cr a wbeel and

thus have powr taies s capacity. Most sa=dU ur mez ted to have
beoarina cowaities at least as S aat of dry sand a:d higher tractioP
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capacities because of increased cohesion between grains due to capillary

pressures. 3ome increase in trafficability was expected with further in-

crease in moisture content for the same reason. However, at s stage of

increasing moisture content (at or near saturat~on), it was expected that

the interp'anular pressure would be partially relieved by the development

of pressure in the pore water and that the bearing and traction capacities

would be reduced. This condition was anticipated in inundated or sub-

merged sands because of buoyancy. In sands with a definite flow of water

through them, and especially an upward flow or gradient, liquefaction of

the sand and £nsbilization of the vehicle were eqected. It was further

anticipated that the various degrees of trafficability described above

could be measured with the cone penetroceter.

91. As will be brought out subsequently, the general pattern of ex-

pected behavior described above did occur in these tests. HoweverJ, the

variation in trafficability with moisture content was such that the sands

could be grouped into two categories according to their moisture content,

with a third category representing high moisture and a pressure condition

of the void pore water. The two categories according to moisture content

are "dry-to-moist" and "wet-to-inunated." The third categor is referred

to as a "quick condition."

92. As will be discussed later, separate curves of cone index vs

vehicle performance were drawn for the two categories, and results of the

tests conducted on quick-condition sands were plotted with the results of

tests of the wet-to-i ted category sands.

1M lization

93. 2rt-it a, Dwrng this test propu no mitlizations

in which a vehicle had to be towed away by another vehicle occurred on dry

and moist sands. In cases in which a vehicle could no loner move forward,

it was able to back out In its own tracks. In cans a wheeled

v*iel* was almost Inenob iied but was able to inch Itself forward slowly

with vlolent jerks u d a reat a t of vhel &lp. w for analysis

p#upom e ta. tWo asmdtlm were conmidered to be lomobi iationms.

94's Skhe vaml wheeledivehie I1moiliatiozs
occmqd becmu of t latsast of mud un lr tn tir e s the we.

b e operte In the Pmt. (Son sandoaat1am BIWA to ._
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quicik conditions in this report.) These vehicles were completely immobi-

lized and had to be towed from the test area.

95. um du sa o. Tests at the Yum dune area presented a problem

not previously encountered in that a vehicle occasionally could travel over

an area for which the cone index-slope combination previously determined

indicated that the vehicle should become immobilized. In such tests slieht

shear planes usually appeared in the ruts, indicating that imiobilization

was imminent. 1ihen this happened the tests were rerun as follows: the

vehicle was allowed to come to a cmplete stop on the slope, and if it

could not progress from this stopped position, the vehicle was considered

to be inubilized. Cone index criteria for vehicle performance on =.d

dunes are, therefore, somewhat conservative. The fact that the vehicle

could traverse an area the first time was probably due to the momentum it

developed on the gradually increasing slopes typical of the sand dunes.

Critical soil layer

96. Previous tests on coarse-grained soils (TM 3-240, 13th Sawple-

ment) indicated that the best correlations of vehicle performance with cone

index measurements were obtained for the 0- to 6-in, sand layer. Other

layers were considered in this analysis but hnoe shoved better correla-

tions; hence, the 0- to 6-in, layer is used as the critical layer in this

analysis also.

UG ekf-U ro~eld t

Data used and method of analvm!is

97. The sinele self- propelled vehicle test program included a total

of 885 tests. A summry of data and test results is presented in tables

3-7.
96. ere applicable, test data r te in T14 3-240, 13th 'upple-

ment, were also used in this analysis. The data used were results of tests

on three trucks, a 3/A-ton with 9.o006 tires, a 2-1/2ton witL 9.0oft
tires (dual), ad a 2-1/2-tov ith LO a) tires (singls), sin- theme
data were conidered caeszbls to data callIet during the ewrent test

pror=m Sm of the 13th fteP2iat data on theme vehicles weve rt-

evaluate on the basis of sman condition Ma were =Pt uasd twin tests
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conducted on (1) prepared sand slopes, (2) sans with more than $ fines,

and (3) crusted desert sands where imnwbilizationo were reported to have

occurred after the first pass was completed. Crusted sands were not tested

In the current test program. T curvez of cone index vs slope reported

hwrein differ only slightly from corresponding curves presented in the

13th Supplement.

99. The method of analysis and the factors considered in this

analysls are the same as those described in TM 3-f, ,t lth Supplement.

In brief, the factors considered were soil strength, slope, and vehicle

characteristics. Soil strength is important in that it reflects the soil's

bearing capacity as-well as its capability to permit a vehicle to develop

the necessary traction force to propel the vehicle forward. In this report

soil strength is expressed in terms of cone index. Slope ,ias considered as

P a factor because of the increased soil strength required for a given ve-

hicle to negotiate a slope as compared to that required on level terrain.E Furthermore, no level, dry or moist sand condition was founi that vould

cause comlete immobilization of the vehicles tested; therefore, slopes

vere used to obtain vehicle immobilizaticns. A change in tire pressure

materi lly affects the performance of vheeled vehicles; therefore, this

vehicle characteristic ims also considered as a factor.

100. The method of analysis consisted in plotting the slope and cone

indey pertinent to all tests Auith the same vehicle at the sare tire pres-

sure, and indicating whether or not inmobilization occurred. A lIne ras

then drawn that essentially separated the immobilizations %nd non ximebili-

A zations. This line tms represented the mxizw slope that the vehicle at

the given tire pressure c(ul, climb, over a range of cone index conditions.

Clear-cut separation of inowbilizations and oniobilizations tag not

Cmays possibie. Consequently, the line was drawn so that the majority of

mmobilizations would plot cboe and to the left of the line. In sou doinC,

auq wat iobilizations also plot above and to the left of the separation

line. The cum is therefore uomwbat consmrvutivw The final position of

the line VU ah~o intlu by similar liane for the sam vehicle at other

tir premseas. Curves for the sm vehicle at vrious loads and tire

pie zmms vm scab1ine Ifto a family of cunvs*
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Cone index-slope-tire

pressure torreltions

101. Cone index-slope-tire pressure relations were established for

five trucks having tire sizes ranging from 7.00xi6, 6-ply rating, to

14.0Ox20, 12-ply rating. The tire pressures used in the test program

ranged from 10 to 45 psi. A mximum of 40-45 psi was used because littW

or no change in contact area occurred at tire pressures greater than 40 psi

and hence little or no change in vehicle performance. Ten psi was used as

a lover limit because at pressures less than this, the tire was subject

to rim clippage or excessive tire buckling. The relations established for

the various vehicles and tires tested are described in the following

paragraphs.

102. 1/4-ton, 4z4. x4 1 with 7.00x16 6 PR tires. The following

tabulation gives the mmber of tests of the M38al at the various tire pres-

sures shown for which data were taken from table 3 and plotted in plate 5

or 6 according to sand moisture conditions.
N*of Tsts L&tted

Tire Plate 5P Wet- t
Pressure. jai to-lu 4-"te Sand to-mist Sand

30 11 10
20 3 19
15 0 25
10 13 19

Total 27 73

The results of the five tests at 25 psi amd one test at 5 psi are not

plotted because of the sml mmber of tests performed at these tire

pressures.

103. Tenty-eme tests vere run on the vet-to-imwdted sand, with

a gross vehicle weigbt of 2 lb and three tire pressures. An exaiation

of the data plots in plate 5 shoes that four tests in which imbilization

occe do not plot an the proper side of the curve. Plotted in fig. 1,

test 3490 (cown In of 39 an slope of $) was an lowbiliuation that
owe hile the vehicle was trwl1an at about a 5-Gdsg angle to the
slope face, causing a vehicle sift tilt of 20. td the vehizle been

* Tirst nobe rers to table mnber, a&W secom mer rfers to itm
mer' in t tal.
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operated perpendicular to the slope, it probably would not have been iL=D-

bilized, as indicated by the location of the plotted point in regard to the

separation line. No explanation can be given for test 3-55 (cone index of

62 and slope of 1p) plotting incorrectly in fig. 2. In fig. 3, tests 3-71

(cone index of 62 and'slope of 17%) and 3-40 (cone index of 22 and slope
zero) plot incorrectly. These were tests in which the vehicle was oper-

ating on the foreshore and when the sard was inundated by surf, the vehicle

began to sink although cone index measurements indicated that it should

have traveled with ease. In test 3-71 the vehicle was operating ptrpendic-

ular to the water's edge, and it is believed that excessive sinkage was

probably due to a combination of lique!'action beneath the wheels and ero-

sion of sand around the wheels by the ourf. In the case of test 3-40, the

vehicle was operating parallel to the water's edge, causing it to assume

a side tilt of 13%.

10,. The results r.: the 73 tests run on dry-to-moist sand with test
vehicles operating at 2975 and 3125 lb, at four tire pressures, are shown

in plate 6. Two iuaobilizations plot with the nonimobilizations: in fig.

2, test 3-8 (cone index of 62 and slope of 6%), and in figs. 3, test 3-18
(cone index of 76 and slope of 10%), both of which were run on Bunker
Beach, Oahu. No reason can be given for these tests plotting as outliers.

Eleven other tests on Bunker Beach plot on the correct side of the curve.

105. A coaarlson of plates 5 and 6 indicat-., that thu 1/4-ton t38Al

perform better on 'et sands than on moist or wry sands. For example, at

20-psi tire pressure and on soil having a cone index of 40, it can climb

a IM$ slope on wet sands but only a 3 slope on dry ands.

106. On the basis of one test at 5-psi tire pressure (3-41, not

plotted), the M38AI performnce was Improwd by lomring the tire pressure

belov 10 psi, but tire life would probably be greatly reduced because of

sie-val buckling and rim slippage.

307. ivtm. 4Aa M37 t 0 8 ti' tabul ation oan
the foliwlag page gives the = r of teats of the M37 at the vario s tire

preams shown for AhLcb data wer talmn frm table 4 aM the 13th Wpl.-

mat, and r iotte in ii.'t. 7 OW 8 arIImF to sand ustm. 1ourtus
of ta* tet lsted n tabu 4 an, Wo lottead i pates anmdt. "m at

th toos (t" St W , ea at I',i 0" am at 15v" lO r sFW e )

I
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were run on negative slopes. Nine were run at miscellaneous tire pressures

and Co not justify extra plots. One test (4-108) on wet sand at 20 psi was

not plotted because it is obviously in error.

Tire No. of Tests From No. of Tests
Pres- 13th suplement Plotted rom Table 4 lotted

sure Plate 7, ",et- Plate 8, Dry- Plate 7, T1et- Plate 8, Dry-
rsi to-inundated Sand to-moist 3and to-imnndated Sand to-moist Sand

45 0 0 0 15
40 0 7 0 16
30 0 0 0 49
20 2 3 7 50
15 0 5 56
10 0 4 17 51

Total 2 19 3C 237

108. Thirt.y-six tests were run on wet-to-inundated sands ut tire
pressurbs of 40, 30, 20, 15, 10, and 8 psi. Data , lots (plate 7) were made

only for the 20-, 1w, and 10-psi tire pressures since only one test was

run at each of the other tie pressures. T'to hundred and forty-five tests

were run on dry-to-moist sand (only 237 tests are plotted in plate 8),

mainly at tire pressures o , ofQ, 30, 0, 15, and 10 psi. Curves sepa-

rating the irnobilizationz from= the nonimmobilizations for both vet-to-

inunvated sands and dry-to-moist Oands are shotm for each prcssure for

w-hich t ough data are available.

Q,. For thu "ret and inundated sands (plate 7), three tests resulted

in immobilizations -rhLre the vehicle should have traveled. Test 4-75 (cone

index of 23 and slope of zero), plotted in f'e. 2 of plate 7, wus an Iao-

bilization due to liquefaction,oand cone indexes taken around the vehicle

did not actually indicate the very soft conditions that probably existed

-then the .,-h":Ae became inwizil.zed.

110. Fig. 3, plate 7, reveals three tests on wet-to-inundated sand

that are riot on the proper side of the curve. Test 4-94 (cone index of 23

:.rd slope of 5,0) vas another Dimbilization due to liquefaction. No ex-

planation can be ,iven for the other two tests plotting incorrectly.

111. On dry A mist sands the N37 van tested at four mss w bitsp

5645, 067-61, 708-7417, and 7e05 lb (am plate 8). All tests are

plotted to~ether !Ance e variation In weight a ntly diw not s1nkifIs

cantly nftect vehicle perrorimae, even tests, on eae. at tire preusares
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f of 40, 30, 20, and 10 psi and three tests at 15 psi, indicate iumobilizq-

tions where they should not have occw-red accordi to the separation

curve. Four of these occurred at the Yuma dune urea: tests 4-176 and

4-244 at 15 psi, test 4-234 at 30 psi, and test 4-239 at 20 psi. For test

4-148 (cone index of 62 and slope of 15%) on Iwo Jima at 10 psi, the truc

was operated on a 5$ tilt, which may have caused the imobilization.

112. The family of curves for the vet and inudated sands, fi . 4

of plate 7, indicates that there is little difference in vehicle ,erf'rt-

ance at W-., 15-, and 20-psi tire pressures below a cone index of 30. The

family of curves for dry and moist sands, fig. 7 of plate 6, indicates a

different pattern. The vehicle performance improves more betiteen 10 and

15 psi than between 15 and 20 psi, but even at 10 psi the K437 cannot climb

as steep a slope on any given strength of dry-to-moist sand as it can at

20 psi on wet sand.

113. 2-112-ton, 6x6. ,4211 with 9.00xZ0 8 PR tires. The following

tabulation gives the numoer of tests of this vehile for which data iere

taken from table 5 and the 13th Supplement and plotted in plate 9 according

to tire pressure and sand moisture.

No. of Tests No. of Tests
From 13th Sup- From ble5 Plotted

Tire _lement Plotted et-to- Dry-to-
Pssure, Dr-to-wist SaM nundated Sand moist San

45 0 4 24
30 4 0 u1
*;0 3 0 27
15 4, 0 5
10 7 11 24

Total j, 15

Results )f nin tests on dry-to-moist swid dhom in table 5 -rere not

plotted in plate 9. Four o these test, at 50-psi and two at 32-psi tire

presmme were not plotted because of an insufficient miLer of tests at

the respective tire prersmueal thre. tOUs, two at 45 psi and one at

10 si won rum se atiw slopes and tlUntore were not plotted.

Ill.. litem tv s e run an wet-to-lAwdted sam at t-o vehicle

Welet., 139 I M 18pABD AS aM -0 UVS tire pu xSp 45 =9 10 pi.*
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Eleven of the fifteen tests are at 10 psi, and an approximate separation

curve between ismobilizations and nonimobilizations 1s shown for thew

points (fig. 5, plate 9). The curve shows the M12 to be capable of

climbing two to three times stteper slopes at cone indexes of 20 to 60 in

vet sand than on dry-to-moist sand. Data on wet-to-imudated sands are

insufficient for establishinS curves for other tire pressures.

115, One hundred and nine tests run with the M211 at vehicle weights

of 13,120 and 18,120 lb on dry-to-moist sands are plotted in plate 9. All

tests at the same tire pressure are plotted together since variation in

weight apparently did not affect performance. Separation curves were de-

veloped. Of the LiX tests that indicate inmbilizations where they should

not have occurred, five were run in the Yum dune area and were reported in

the 13th Supplement. The other, test 5-53 (cone index of 38 and slope

zero), shown in fig. 3 of plate 9, was an immobilization on the berm crest
of Makua Beach, Oahu. In this test, the vehicle was operating on a 4%

tilt, which no doubt hindered its forward progr-ss.
116. 2-1/2-ton w red tru&ck with s. 8.25x0 tires. Four tests

were conducted with this vehicle on two Kwalaiein beaches. These tests are

listed in table 5, items 112 through 115, but as stated earlier no plots

are shown because results from such a limited umber of tests are incon-

cluaive. A coqarison rf results of these tests with results of tests of

the 2-1/2-ton W1 at 45 psi and the M135 9t 40 psi shows that these test

results are not out of place.

117. 2-1/2-ton truck with l1.00x2 12 Mf tires. Various models of

2-1/2oton trucks with ll.OOx20 tires have been tested during the sand traf-

ficability proram. Supplement 13 reports tests on three models: 14134,

1'7, and M35. The 4135 was again tested during this test program (at
Yum). The 4215 2-1/2-ton truck was tested on the Oahu Island beaches and,

as mentioned pararaph 55, although it is normally equipped with dual

tandem 9.r0x2 tires, for this test program it was equipped with ll.0Xx20

tires.

118. 2o .tabulation on the followine li st the m=ber of tests

from table 6 and the 13th lapmnt that are plotted in plate 10. Ihe
tests, one at 50 psi aM two at 18-1/2 psi, were nwt plotte". The three

tests on wtto-iuuiats4sands (test 617, -036,0 M55) W*r lted u
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separation curve could be constructed for them. Tests 6-17 and 6-36 at

X0 psi were nonimmobilizations on Crescunt foreshore; test 6-55 at 10 psi

was an immobilization due to liquefaction of the sand then hit by surf.

No. of Tests No. of Tests
From 13th Sup- Fron Table 6 Plotted

Tire ]lement Plotted Wet-to- Dry-to-
Pressure, s Dry-to-moist Sand inundated Sand moist Sand

4o 1 1
30 44
20 26 2 C4
15 16 45
i0 13 1 43

Total 70 3 210

119. A total of 213 tests vere conducted in the current prog"ram on

dry-to-moist sand at vehicle weights of 12,450, 14,950-15,O00, 17,320-

17 , 4 50, and 19,820-20,500 lb. All tes!3 are plotted tugether, however,

since a variation in weights apparently did not affect vehicle perforiance.

The plots also include 70 tests from the 13th Supplement.

120. 'ienty-nine of the total number of 28O tests on dry-to-moist

sand do not plot properly. Eight of these tests are irrobilization .rhere

the vehicle should have traveled, and three of these eight tests are from

the 13th Supplement. The five remaining immobilizations that do not plot

properly occurred during the 1957 test program at Yuma; ora test can be

seen in fig. 2, plate 30; one in fig. 3; one in fig. 4; and two in fin. 5.

The remining twenty-one outliers are noniniobillzations that plot above

and to the left of the separation curve, thus indicating that the curves

are somevhat conservative. Tts, records do not reveal any reasons for

these tests being outlierso

121. 5-ton. 64. 1 vith 14#2 20 12 M tires. Veicle-performance

plots for the 5-ton *1 are shwi' in plate 11. Fig. 1-4 show riots of

cone index vs per cent slope at four tire precsures (P, 2D 15, un 10

psi), and the family of ti-v'isure curves is sbou in fig* 5. This

vehicle vas tested only at the Tum dune ~rea on dry-tomuoit smaR.

22. The tabulatio on the olladnf paM lists the wdier of tests

of the 1*1 at each tire presem Civen in table 7 aM r~otted in plate U.
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Tire No. of Tests rxi Table 7
Pre O sure. psi Plotted, ty-to-mist SaWd

30 44
20 49
15 46
10 28

Total 167

123. The tests were run at four vehicle weights, 18,11>, 24,275,

2b,175, and 32,30 lb, but all are plotted tocether as the variationo in

eight did not affect vehicle performance. ?clvc tests do not plot on the

proper sice of the separatiorn curve or near enough to it to be considered

b %r.r.lne tet, and tiro o these tests (in figs. 1 and 2, plate 11) are

imnobiliz=tions where the vehicle should have traveled. Test records do

not reveal any reasons for these tests being outliers.
12j4. Suitable test areas with loiC cone indexes and flatter slopes

-.ere not found in the sand dune area; therel'ore, the ceparation lines for

the low slopes are rarely estimated and shown as dashed lines in the vari-

ous plots in plate 11.

Towing Tests

125. Tle to-ring tests with zelf-propelled vehicles (five 'rheeled and

three tracked) -ere conducted rrincipally on harrored sand lanes in the

Yuma Test Station area, with a few conducted on natural sand in the Yun

dunc are.-. ,zi-zry data and tet results f r all towing tests are pre-

sented in tatie C .

12. e teztz :ere conducted to detemne the relation etw-een

tcnine ability artu -rurylrc weichts -tnd tire prezsures of' individual ve-

Licles, and alauo to ComIArv tWtir a4ilities of vehicles on lncrwed sal

an uniizturted aand. Hvwever, Than je in the test pruaom precluded con-

JAflve tectlni on undisturbed sara; therefore, this analysis deals only'
UJth the he.rrcd-zund tests, Plthourh *ta Ern- a few tests on uwisturbui4

w-.ni -rc incluld In tale.

127. Arly.Lsr of tcntinetest, lata irs presented by vehicle tyl*s

AOae vehicls arA tnceci v hiea . Whir nch vehicle typ tin

TEN=
- -|
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anmlysis consists of (1) a coqparison of maximum drawbar pull with vehicle

characteristics, (2) drawbar pull vs slip, id (3) a comparison of computed

mxinmw drawbar pulls vs actual drwbar pulls mea.aured on the test slopes.

t.fleeled vehicles

128. Iximwa _rattbar null vs tire pressure and test weihtz.

Twenty-eight maxio -drawbar-pull tests .ere run on lk'el harrovwed sand at

the Ywna Test Station with five vehicles at four different tire pressures

tor each vehicle. The 2-1/2-ton M135 was tested with three loads; all

others were tested with their respective recorrended cross-ccuntry pay-

loads. These tests and average maximum drttrbar pull-tire pressure curves

ror each vehicle are shown in figs. 1-5, plate 12.

129. The maximum dratbar pull of a given vehicle increased -rith a

reduction in tire pressure. The maximum draw.bar pulls for all vehicles

tested at 10-psi tire pressure ranged from 22.2$ of test weight for the

5-ton it: at 30,635 Ib u- to 36.O0, for the 2-1/2-ton 1.135 at 12,4") lb.

The 3/4-ton H37 test (8-14) uas not considered since examination of fig. e,

plate 12, shovs this test is probably in error. At 30 -psi tire press,,xe

the maximum drawbar pulls ranged frrjm 9.*% for the 1/h-ton 1I3AM 'it 2975 IL

to 16.1% for the 2-1/2-ton 1035 at 12,450 lb.

130. Fig. 3, plate 12, aho'rs the effect of varying loads on the per-

fCorance of the 2-1/2-ton 14135 truck. As the load was increased in ap-

proximately 5000-1b increzxnts, the maxiwm irawbar pull decreases about

24< at all tire pressures. The maximum percentage of pull develojed -tas

36.0 at 10 psi and test weight of 12,450 lb (trucl empty).

131. A comprison of the towing capabilities of vehicles if similar

wise but equipped rith different tires can be made Ly examining the data

Cor the two 5-ton trucks (both tested rith a l0,CG-!e payload) in figs. C

OXA 5, plate 12. The 5eton 1I with 140.0x2 tirrs (circle) Lad about 7,

-ore drawbar ability at all tire pressures than the 5-ton 1454 ith 11.CO2)

tilres (dual).I

132. Drnauer -null vs wheI lin. These tats -nre run on the -4/2-

tun -4135 at thrtc lotis aMd fonr tire pressures to Jetermine the effect of

vryirc loads on its draw"ar pulleslip chnctcristica. Resultv of tests

r lth the H1S are abtim in fin.. l-# plate 13.

133. *axism druAter p41 occurred- at about !rl% slip for all lads=



tested at 10-pqC tire pressure; as tire pressure wav increased, maximum

dx'aubar pull occurred at a lower percentae of vheel slip for all loads.

The rate of dcrease in maximaw dravbar pull in regard to increased tire

pressure 1ois uniform, and at 30-psi tire pressure maximum drawbar pull

occurred at about 15% wheel slip for all loads.

134. 2nparison of oomp.ted maxlmum draubar null itith actual draxibar

ull measured in tests on harrowd sand slo!es. i.ximau-drawbar-pull data

showm in table 8 for the five wheeled vehicles were used to determine the

correlation betvreen computed and actual maximum drawbar pulls on slopes of

harruved sand. The computed dratibar pulls on slopes terc devcloped Prom

easured drawbar pulls on level sand by the formula:

P' = P coo U - sin

'where

V n maximum drawbar pull on slope, computed

P a maximum dravbar pull on level, measured

W a gross weight of vehicle, lb

a angle of the slope, deg

135* Sixty determinations of maximum drawbar pull vere made on

b-roe'ed sand., 28 on level sand, and 32 on slopes. The 1olloring, Laiie

uhotrs the measured and computed results and the diTference betveen them.

A coparison of computed arA actual teL results is sho m graphically by

the round symbols in plate 14.

-leas Wax
Drawbar Pull 1kas I-Ax Dra:,ba Computed

Tire on Level w Pull on b2ores tI-x Drawbar
Pressure Item No. slow Item NO. i,1 ou,

P-i i.Tabl 8 ILx~ lb 1 7
1/4"ton j3L1 Truk -22M7 lb

15 550 3 10 ZOO 6 250 +50 500

ZA~taf fLI37 Truk -7&,0 35 lb
iG, 1400 14 000 15 751 -316 2k.9

*t z iL i

I
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Meas B nx
iDraA t r Pull I-leas Mx Drwrbar Computed

Tire on Level Land Pull on aom a Max Drabar
SPressure Iitem 1. Slope Item o; ;ull on J

|s .. lb --..--i 8 b Ta ble 8 3:0 s b b ..

2-1/2-ton M35 truick - 12,50 ib

15 340o 1.O 0 oco 52 2144 +14 5.7
0O 47 10 53 3240 +I0 1.2

40 45OO 47 12 2900 54 3040 -
i0 4500 47 15 240 55 26C( 00C 8

2e1/2-ton Il135 Truck 17 o30 lb

20 3200 66 10 1300 73 1466 +16 12.3
15 4300 67 10 2=00 74 2555 +550 27.7
15 4300 67 14 2OO #.15 1855 -lh5 7-
10 5200 72 10 3,80 76 3450 -350 9.2
10 520 72 13 2800 77 2923 +123 4.4

2-l/2-to .1135a Trck 22,7o lb

Wo 4zoo 87 10 2CO 102 1940 -6o 3.0
15 5000 90 10 30o 103 2730 -27 9.0
15 5000 50 12 2000 104 226O +2(0 13.0
15 5000 90 15 1600 105 15Co -2o 1.3
10 6000 10C 12 3300 106 326o -4o 1.2
10 6000 1GO 15 2600 107 2570 e30 .2
10 600 100 10 3800 103 3720 -20 2.1

eto k441 Truckh q 28.175 lb

30 340o 109 8 1200 113 1146 -54 4.5
30 3400 109 10 600 114 576 -24 4.0
20 54O niO 8 270O 115 3140 &W 15.6
20 54O 110 10 2500 116 2580 +80 3.2
15 6500 il 10 4000 117 425 +225 5.6
15 6500 ill 15 2000 118 22(0 +2CU 13.0
15 650 15 20 119 2247 +47 2.1
10 A00 112 10 500 120 +=o.0C .
10 9000 112 13 4200 121 5O +11C 2.2
10 90o 112 15 4o0 47,T'o +740 13.5
10 9000 122 20 200 3.23 3459 +65923.5

me)tL4 Truck e)615 it-

15 5600 126 10 30O 12 Z10 +310 15.5
6O 1 8 1 2 30 +9 3.2

j0 68rx 3fl1) 3143 *13k.*3

Avg(rn.r 1 )3.



136. From an examination of the preceding table it can be seen that

the computed drawbar pulls are usually slightly higher than those actually

obtained in the tests. This is probably explained by the fact thnt even

thouC the sand wms essentially in the same condition for both slopes and j
level lanes, the rear heels sank deeper than the front ones on slopes,

thus increasing the actual slope that the test vehicle was attempting to

climb.

137. The average percentage of absolute deviation between computed

and actual t;.t results was 10.0. Considering sign, the computed pulls

mre an a-erage .' 5.71% higher than measured pulls. The large p.rcentage

deviations for the lightreight l/ 4 -ton and 3/4-ton trucks are probably

attributable to the small magnitudes of the pulls and the relative inac-

curacy of the dynamometer in the low range.

Tracked vehicleu

138. lbxim drawbar pull vs vehicle test eiiht. Nine maximum-

dratbar-pull tests were run on level harroved sand with three vehicles:

!-9C weasel at 5970 lb and 6970 Ib; 18-ton 14A2 hi-speed tractor at 36,910

IL; and 38-ton 16 hi-speed tractor at 76,00 lb. Data for these tests are

presented iii table 8,am average drarbar pull for each vehicle is shown

prahical4y in plate 15.

139. In these t.sts the tracked vehicles had a maximum drawbar-pull

ability ranging from 50 to 69% of their test weight. (The highest drabar-

pull ability of "heeled vehicles -as around 39% %hen operatine at lO-rzi

tire pressAre.) The-"el, the lightest 'f the vehicles (5)70 and 6970=

ib) and t1.i one with the lowest contact pressure (l.) and 2.2 psi), de-

velaped the highest dr-a-bar-pull ability (62-6-t of the three tracted ve-

hicles tested. The 4C, the heaviest vehicle and the one ":ith the highest

contact pressure (76,0W lb and 9.8 psi, respectively), developed the low-

eat dnwber-pull abtlity (50V). Tests are needed on a wider range of vehi-

cles and s conitions in order to clarify the relations between the max-

in dwaiar pull of tracked vehicles and the sand on iwhich they operate. I
%Q*0 Dw 'ar null vs trclk clip. Tests ,ere rm on the .1:c weasel

to show the relations of drvar pull, track slip, and vehicle veit*

tle d lists teats on this vehicle fr tre sani conditions: before

harrrring (ttcvs 1-7 tr ow jas =f the arw (tcsu J8i1i.), j
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aM after coMpletion of harrowing (tests 149-155, and 161-176). One pas
of the harrow did not leave the test lane uniform enough in strernth for

reliable testing. Data from items 149 through 155 and 168 through 176 are
Ishown in fig. 4 of plate 13, in which drawbar pull is correlated with track
Islip and changes in vehicle weight. This plot indicates no change in track

slip for the maximum dra'bar pull when the vehicle weight is increased

1000 Ib, i.e., the track slip at maximum drawbar pull for both weight is
37%. But for the same draubar pulls below the maximum, track slip is

greater for the lesser weight.
141. C iion of c uted and measured maximum drawbar nulls on

harrowed sand slopes. Computed maximum dravbar pulls on slopes tzere devel-

oped from applicable measured maximum drawbar pulls on level sand by means
of the formula given in paragraph 134. 1ine measurements of maximun dravr-
bar pull on slopes were made. A comrarison of computed and actual test re-

i sults is shown graphically by the square symbols in plate 14. The fulior-
ing table lists actual test results, computed maximum drawlar -. lls, and
the differences t-tweei the two.

Meaa Max Drawbar Itas Max Jra; bar Compated

on Level Sand Full on Slope rbx DisAbaca
Iterm No* Sla b ter I Pull on Di'erece

It Table 8 Ib Table 8 Slo-,cs, lb lb

lI4-to .M290 Wease . 5.70 lb. Contact Pessure = 1. r nsi

3,250 146 20 2,00. 15 , .0
3,250 146 15 2,302 157 2,3") +25 1..

Aj h-ton M29C Measel, 6,970 lb. Contact Prcssure 2 .2 -sui

2, 605 15 06o 177 3,30 +72C 27.7
4 ,40 165 15 3,000 178 3,320 +320 4.6

I l8-ton ... 14 A2 X4-zpeed Tractor, 3C.910 lb. Contact rssure - 6j ,

20 ,000 179 8 15,X I£0 16,960 +1/0 13.±
L-0, 000 17) 12.5 15,0OO 181 15,262 +2C2 1.7IOOU00 179 15 12,000 182 14, 30 +23c0 I?0

I 30A~UttD~sxi Trctar.2600 1bqontact Presasure Tri
38,000 188 -3 29,O000 IaS) +1,,2 tCZ, ?I 38,000 18 12.5 26,000 190 73, 267 +287 i.0

Avg (neazsr or sin)

lif IzI l ....

gl, X i0t

a __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
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142. The average deviation (expressed as a percentge difference bee

tuteen computed and measured drawbar pull) is 8. for all vehicles tested,

and for all tests the computed drawbar pulls are higher than those actually

measured. In examining the summry of test data in table 8 it may be noted

that cone index for tests of the two hi-speed tractors on level sand (items

179 and 188) was much higher than the cone indexes on slopes. Had the cone |
indexes on slopes been the same as on level ground the maimum drawbar

pulls developed might have been closer to computed results.

Towed-vehicle Tests

143. The towed-vehicle test program included tests on tivo- and four-
"heeled trailers. One hundred and sixty-eight tests were run with five

trailers (three two-wheeled and two four-wheeled), at loads varying from

empty to 1-1/2 times their payload capacities, and at f2ur tire pressures.

A, sumnmary of the test conditions and reults is presented in table 9.

a44. Tests were conducted on asphalt pavement, undisturbed sand, and

disturbed sand* The analysis of data was made only for tests conducted on

sand, since toine-force requirements of all vehicles on asphalt were in the

range or only 1.0 to 2.C%. The towing force on asphalt is a measure or the

internal mechanical friction of the vehicle 7 heels plus the external fric-

tional rolllng resistance of the -rheels on a hard, essentially unyielding,

surface. In this report the forces (which were small) required to overcome

the internal resistance are included in the groes twing for required

on sand.

14r. The results of tests on uri isturbed sand, made by twing the i

test vehicle ;,ith a long cable as described in parnaph 77, are sho ,n in

plate 16 as open symbols. Results of tests on distuted sa nd rmde vith
the tect vehizle toed at close hitch behind the tnig vehicle, ar shwn

in plate 16 as closed vymbols.

146. A ,vod correlation exists betvwe the t i t -orce req Lre,

corn index before traffic, and tire jwesnes for all vehicles. Asrw
entl., dint oe of the ri biy the tov ehicles a little or no

usamble effet Un the tiaig fomc reue fwr the tnua slow, for
the r.-~ of' crn Ife fet rut tbptbs to sum M ltte W s



cag in strength occurred after passage of the test vehicle.

147. A family of tire-pressure curves for towing force required vs

cone index (before traffic) is shown in fig. 8, plate 16. The curves (if
extrapolated) tend to converge at cone indexes above 2C0 and towing forces

below 4, and "fan out" uniformly to a cone index of 75 (which is near the

lwest cone indexes measured) where the towing force required ranges from

3 at lOepui tire pressure to 23% at 60-psi pressure. The average devia-

tion (in per cent towing force required) of individual tWpts from the aver-

aVe line for each tire pressure is approximtely 1.0l%.

148. In awiary, it appears that towing force required (per cent of

test weight) is a function of sand strength and tire pressure for the range

of vehicle weights tested (empty to 1-1/2 times payload capacity). The

effect of number of wheels (two or four), tire arrangement (single or

dual), and umber of axles (one or two) on towing force is small when con-

sidered independently of the effects of test weight, tire pressures, and

strength. Tests are needed of additional vehicles on lotrer-strength

sands and on sands different from those at Camp Lejeune in order to dcter-

si ore fully the relations between vehicle characteristics and tsing-

Force requiremats over a wide range of sand conditions.

Notes and Otwervations

149. During the course of the approximately 900 single self-

prpelled vehicle tests on beach and desert areas, a few observations were

made of several msble factors that nevertheless influence vehicle

mobility Thene obseratioms are discussed in the following paragraphs.

150. Several aheeled-vehicle lwbili tions occurred on isodated

beah sands whn slopes wr about 114 and the beach face was insied by

ae action. It is telieved that along with the slope factor, lfqliufaction

&S erosion of =n from artun the vbels by the surf cntributwd to the

IaobIlisatlom. On seml ocastoss when iasbillatims d4 not oce,

it 'as mw tiat the to 2 to 4 In. of urnS In the ruts was limuied.

lt tVW prompe cfimat n of load"u &W asa occu rSd uiatass
a besth Urn whuels might hoe 1Iuawt I to a ept tint yfl )aw

mOsN" Ifla
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151. Observations of vehicles operating in the Burr also revealed

that if a vehicle was stalled or purposely stopped for a few minutes,

erosion of sand frm around the .theels by wave action usually resulted in

rn immobilizat ion.

152. Immobilizations did not occur on inuAndated sands as long as the

!water ims not moving over or through the sand, as in lagoon areas of clean

sand protected from the open sea or areas where water was trapped during

periods of low tides.

Borderline conditions

153. Wheu a vehicle is immobilized in sAu it is usually bucause of

tractlon failure, Traction failure is the inability of the snd surface

to resist the horizontal dynamic stresses applied to it by a powered .rheel

;r track. Thus, the thrust necessary to propel the vehicle cannot be dee

veloped. Close observation revealed that a vehicle operating on a slope-

strenath combination borderline between immobilizations and noninnni iliza-

tions -till leave slight shear planes in its rutc. These conditions v.ere

retested by repev-ting the operation parallel to the old rits, but on the

rerun the vehicle "as allowed to core to a compleAte stop in the area under

question and start again. In nearly every case the vehicle could not com-

plete passate through the area. This was done to check the :tssumptton that

the reason a vehicle usually negotiated " borlerline conditlvn vas that the

mor'entum it developed in maning its arproach to the test area carried ,t

through. In tests In -which the vehicle did not lettve these slight shear

-lanes, it has no troublein moving from a sto.ped position. For tests rn

un sand -There the slope-strength combirations were much b-low the borler-

line conditions, irzrblizations occurred almoat saimltaneoucly Ath thu

te-:inninz of traction failure.

2ffezts of' veb.. ek chamteristico;
153. lire 5es 2,e. Tire treasure Is the single vehtle character-

L3tic that has the tst inlrace on the Ier!vAne of a ziven vchiele in

saa.. (Sreful adjustnuat or' tire irewsrzf S essentbtl In '-in1uetinc
ntzeunte tests or obtsaia z U exyrf 'ruirfnl fra a vehicle. It

qu -a ftm that in order to nchieve the meuray 4ozn.zt, 3o tire pressures
!Ad tj be nnrnrd4ta nmn reawtefathwwisie

fl$.S tint stick pan ro±stor only fu 1w sf 35 b974 ew ba
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found in some cases to be as much az 3 psi off at low, pressures.

155. Careful and constant regulating of tire pressues during

testing vas essential because of the tire-pressure changes that resulted

from chanes in tire temperature. At least four conditions iere en-

rcoistered that caused tire temperatures and hence tire pressures to vary

during testing: (1) changes in ambient air temperature during testing;

(2) operation of the tires in wet and inundated sand after the tire prcs-

sure had been adjusted on warm dry sand; (3) starting tests on sand after

the vehicle had been operating on a hard surface at high steeds; and

(4) permitting .iheels to slip for an extended reriod of tie.

156. Tire pressure also apparently has an effect on the ;.ecu.iar

action of vehicle "jerking" -hen traction failure occurs. For the 2-1/2-

ton and 5-ton trucks, the "jerking" action viat violent at higher tire pres-

sures and much more oentle at the loier tire pressures of I0 and 15 psi.

157. Tire condition. All military vehicles tested vere equipped

with the standard nondirectional cross-country tire; however, the physical
condition of these tires varied considerably as somr ere new., som re-

4
2appei, and some had little or no tread. Although it is grencrally thought

that tire condition has some effect on vehicle performance, the observzt-

tions made during this test program Jo not appear to bear this out. This

is indicated by the fact that although the same tires or vehicles rere not

used for the complete test progrim, the perforance of -I given tyle of

vehicle and size of tire was consistent.

158. The theory that tire conditions (vithin the ran2e of tire con-

iitions tested) have little effect on vehicle perfornae in coare-zrained

soils iz also supported by marement of the contact area of the tires on

the 3/4-ton M37 tested at Yum. This vehicle as equipped oi. one side "iith

tV- newly recapped tires and on the other side tith two old, mill-worn

tires; however, te contact res for these ttres were pr'etically the a

at a given tire pressure, th neither set consistently grater or saller

thun the otlfr. jow diferenc In the hape or the tire print vas ap-

rnUt, Iowwr; womrn tires Cernll produce a mrex rctanwlar pattern

Un msv or nwly r ped ties.

159.V M .wa Nts by abe 241/-tonm a 5t urs
opemtt at Ln tp* w'-w (10 sao I& P1) an tIS soft Istrrred sui

J
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contained a slight bulge (convex upward) along the center of the rut sur-

face. This bulge was approximately i/ to 1/2 in. in height with respect

to the depth along the sides of the rut wall. Puts made in tests in the

undisturbed sand areas at lr tire pressures showed an indication of this

bulge but it was not nearly so pronounced as in the harrowed sand. The

higher strength of the undisturbed sand yielded less to rutting and hence

less bulging occurred in the center of the rut. This configuration, al-

though slight, may be a clue to the confining effect of the side alls of

the tire on the sand beneath the tire, and may be the cause of the improve-

ment in vehicle performance in sand when tire pressures are reduced.

160. Trission type. Vehicles rith both automatic and manual

transmissions were used throughout the test program. No conclusive obser-

vations were made as to the advantage of one over the other from the stand-

point of vehicle performance. It is recognized, hovever, that the auto-

matic transmission does eliminate the "driver effect" more than the me-

chanical transmission by partially assisting in a smooth movement from a

stopped position on slopes. It may be possible that for a few tests near

the borderline conditions of cone inlex-slope as described in paragraph

153, the positive connection of the mechanical transmission may have caused

the tires to shear the sand surface initially and to start a process of

shear2ng that eve.ntually led to iaaobilizations, whereas an automatic-

transmission type vehicle might not have become immobilized.

Sand strength
161. Tiae use of the cone penetrometer and other instruments for

meanuring the existing strength of the o- to 6-in, layer of soil was dis-

cussed in the 13th Siqpl of the "Trafficability of Soils" series. The

following p phs discuss the relations of sand strength (as measured by

the corn ;ntrvrter) and other sand characteristies.

162. Theat o e w dth. T standard test Procedure
for all vehlee tests lfeAbed the collection of corn index data to a depth

of 15 In. or poster whunver poaible. T best correlation between cone

I n rAa vehie pet a ! " otned by cosidering averap before-

tram e am c ubs fo the 0- to 6-ia. apth; masinmats taim at ti
swf-- 3Ia., ad 6-a. bpth are el Is fttemlal the amp .ala

bhst for a fi eMs, thestnqth of a ead o ssbM -mea w
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depth. It was found essential that the cone index be read at exactly the

correct depth. The increaae in strength with depth is usually of suffi-

cient magnitude that, unless the cune index measurements are mede with

considerable care, the results can be very erroneous. The follcolipe table

shars an example of what would happen if measurements were made 1 in. below

the prescribed depths. For this example it was assumed that the data shown

in table 6 for item 40 were correctly taken. Cone index was plotted

against depth, and a curve was drawn. Readings were then taken at depths

1 in. louer than those prescribed, and the two were 'compared.

Depth Cone Depth Cone
in,. Index in. Index

0 2 1 9
3 38 4 62
6 128 7 160
9 240 10

Avg - to 6-in. layer 56 77

163.. An extemination of test 40 (cone index 56, slope 15,, fig. 4 of
plate 10) reveals what -would happen to this test iere it plotted at a cone

index of 77 rather than at 56. The! test vas an Inobilization that nould
plot on the wrong side of the line of separation if plotted at a cone index
uf 77. The fact that large differences in average readings cun be intro-

duced by reading cone index values at improper depths may ell explain "why
some of the tests plot near or on the vrong side of the line of separation.

164. Variations of st!reng with moistu As shown by plots of
vehicle slope-climbing ability vs cone index, a given vehicle at a given

tire pressure can operate more easily on a vet rzt than on a dry or moist
sand of equal cone index. Thzs precildes any correlation that might be

attempted between strength (as measawed by the cone pentrcater) and ve-
hicle perfornme without considering moistnre cocltton or the sand. Nw-
ever, use of the corn index a a assu of sapected vehicle perfomuce in

actual operation WOul give Us loe limit of perfomuc expected awd, as

aolsti. cntet luaa.* imPRSrfomace of thw vehice would incroase
accordiely until a near-saturate state is naaI ad then tme vtcae
pertmme is less ptlctle. Aq am tht is nt'we
oiitis U l the ovuO eom q1 of r trafie-
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS AlD RE('RiENDATIOE

Conclusior

165. The follow:ing conclusions are based on analysis of the data

collected in the three test programs reported herein. The basic Gus e for

these test propaems iias the findings reported in the 13th JUpplement of the
iTrafficability of Soils" series; therefore, these conclusions aro also ap-

plicable for all coarse-grained soil tests conducted to date.

Sinele self-propelled
.rheeled vehicles

a. Vehicle perfoniance expressed in cone index-slope climbing
ability terms is influenced by the rmoiture conditiun of
the sands Wet-to-inundated sands are more trafficable than
dry-to-moist sands. Inundated sands, however, are apt to
be in a quick condition if the .ater is in motion over and
tl-ough the sand. Quick condition sands are not able to
su prort traffic.

b. The rerforr.nce of self-propelled vehicles on dry-to-moist
sands, as defined by the cone index-slope climbing curves,
is the same regardless of sand source (quartz, volcanic, or
coral) or location (beach or desert).

c. Payload variations from empty to 1-1/2 times the rated lucd
,had no major effect on the slope-climbing ability of the
self-propelled vehicles tested*

Towing tests with
self- 1ed vehicles

a. The maximuai drabar pull for wheeled vehicle: on levtlharrwed sand ranges between 20 and 40% of their grosi.
' eiaht; troc*:ed vehicles are capable of maximum dravbar
pul's of as imch as 50 to ( of their test veight.

b. Load increase on the 2-1/2-ton =435 from emty to lG,W) lb
decreased the mxim= t-xring-force ability by 2.50 of the
test eirt at all tire presaures testel. For a -iven
trached w-hicle (lA-tm M-c), an increase in teat -eight
of lCO0 It reduces the maxism tatin-force ability by 3,5>,
of the test ,eit.

Th 2:1* 6iz1-tandw 5-ton 1;It- has a 500 higher drw-&-rvpull
nbilty th=- the duaI-trIem 5-ton 4o.

£. For Awele3* vehi-les, nmximrm -Ira-ar pull occurs at about
29% Aml slip for all loada at ID.)L-i tire presmwe. At
301I4L tire presme, mxima drwAar pull occrs at
4#p.oxirmtely 1% wheel allp. Ftor tracl:ed vehicles# trace; i

t}I
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slip is 37% at wximum drawbar pull for the 1/-ton IZ)C
at tvo test mights. At lower drawbar pulls, the percent-
age of track slip is less for the lighter load.

2' Towlnt-force ability on hrr-ved sand slopes can be com-
puted from test results on level harroed sand, with an
average difference of about 10% between actual and com-
puted results.

To.ed-vehicle tests

as Toring-force requirements for -fheeled trailers can be
correlated with cone index and tire presrure.

b. For the tire pressures tested, sand disturbance by the
towing vehicle har little effect on touinc-force require-
ments ;then the towed and to.ting vehicles are operated at
the Zatie tire pressures.

Recommrndations

i16. It is recommended that:

a. A rapid method be developed "or corfident recognition of
the three moisture conditions of sand that are important
from the trafficability sttndpoint--dry to moist, ret to
inundated, and quich condition.

b. Additional single self-propelled vehicle tests be made,
with emphasis on wheeled venicles of more than 5-ton
capacity.

:. Detailed studies of the effect of vheel load, tire pres-
sure, and other vehicle characteristics on j^rf.rznce of
vehicles in sand be continued.

d. .Tvring teats on undisturbed sand ith a rang;e of wlIItkry
vehIcles be conducted.

e. Additional tow-ed-vehicle tests, including tests r.ith

tractor-trailer combiaations, be conducted.

f. Jork be conducted1 on procedures to derive mean3 or evula-
att-n I.erfonrnnce of vehicles not tested.

. Vehicle tests on gravel beadmw be conducted.

h. or: fn .stimatin the trafficability o intected beaches
Le continued.
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WO Iad VeW V1tb Du ny of Pin, A PrAres w- rn
V cl lb A A M, in... TIe % J. -

Pacific WHLA To" am.

1/4-.to M381 2,625 5m 3,125 7.00 16 6 4 30 100.4 3.1 6.5 5.0
4x 1' truck 20 113.8 23.iA 7.1 Co-

15 16u.& - • 19.0 8.. 5.
10 186.6 16.6 8.6 5.6

?/1..tmo 37 5,917 1, o 7,417 9.00 16 8 4 30 22,.4,1 33.0 8.7 7.4
4x4' truck 20 .- ,,- o

15 297.8 2A..9 10.8 7.6
10 341.7 21.7 11.9 7.6

?-1/2-ton 211 1A,,20 5,000 1w,1=1 9.0') W0 8 10 30 101.3 45.2 8.4 9.6s
,'6 truck 1,0 454.9 39.8 9.0 9.90

15 508.7 35.6 9.7 10.0
10 591.5 30.6 10.9 1G.2e2-1/-tc Z. 1.,820 2,500 17,320 1:.Oo ;n 12 6 30 399.0 It . 11.2 7.1S,)x6 truc, ., 20 449.6 .5. 11.9 -1.3
15 502.,2 34.5 13.0 7.14
10 569.6 30. 14.4 7.5

5,000 19,820 .1.00 20 12 6 30 4A.1 .6.5 11.8 7.0
20 492.2 4.03 13.0 7.4
15 530.5 37.4 13.1 7.5

10 i2.6 1A.5 7.62-1/-ton w- 11,0. 4,6oC 15,&8o 8.25 20 -- 6 51J ...... .. ...
nmmbe e out

63K-'uuUe truck ~bc~~

1/-tom K3W 2,475 500 2,975 7.00 16 6 h 30 96.6 30.2 6.7 4.4)x4 t rck 20 1,21.7 21.4, 7.5 4.7
1 1.1.3 2.1 8.2 il.8
10 167.5 17.8 9. 5.0

3/4.4o 1437 5,C.5 0 5,645 9.00 16 8 h 30 178.1 -u.6 7.8 6.7
U.& t ruck 20 217.4 26.0 8.6 7.2

15 A7.3 2..8 9.1 7.5
10 2W.9 19.4 &0.2 7.6

75o 6,25 9.oo 16 8 o 30 197.7 31.7 8.o 7.1
236.k ., 8.8 7.3

15 -,(k. 5 23.9 904 7.5
10 306.0 20.5 10.7 t.6

195, 7,065 9.00 16 8 16 30 223.1 31.8 9.i T.2
20 265.7 264 Yj '.

3 - 01.0 23.5 10.7 .6
Q 338.8 M0.9 11.6 !.6

2, 1(00 ,805 .00 16 6 16 iO A 1.? 325, 0 .,
20 281.1 27.8 10.2 7.6
15 317.1& 24.6 10.7 1510 363.6 24.5 12*2 7.7

2o42tAm XM 35 i2,1.5G e1,1.50 11.00 20 12 IF -C) 3d".50 38.1 9.9s 661
tv 20 372.8 " . 10.? 6.65~0 60.9 , ,

4%b9.d 1&- I.9 7.1
5,'0 17,330 11.0 D z 6 )0 1.1 11. 6.8

ao 41.0 .1 12.8 7.2
15 369.1ti 13.4 7.5
10 637.7 27.2 15.1 7.8

OX 2 1.12 6 i. 550.0 61.3 13.6 7.5
3. 356 16.9 7.7

15 710. 1. 32o 15. 8.9

* 6MMIS4 fm' tin pus. is 0 On wa
e O.e s mvuw eaO We e a4, so. 4i Sn 90*0.

v* 2W% lNAGO "M O& ad PiAN a& al , m.

TN u4" a#g~ emw AN" timW ad~ *ap. %t pll sotie. w 0M mv.
490 Odd**I i ta~ 4e~ m1.W. 1F,



Tabl S (umtTOW4 AVWMV.

ilty APM Teet in o. Tli* Contact Contact Awrmagp Tim
vot Lan V.w W dth Dia Ky of PM&MAw Area hvsgm M t1oo.

Tf Tet !Cum (Cost iftud)

S 54 om 'Al 1P,15 018,11511I. O 12 30 . 11: .9

8 1.0 20 1 6 031 L. 8.
6X6 truck 20 604.6 26.5 13.3 9.S15 7B8,b 23.0 Ak.6 9.5

10 915.9 19.8 16.3 9.9
S5,000 24,275 1.00 20 12 6 30 689.6 352 13.3 9.4

15 970. A 25,o 16.9 10.2

10 1197.2 20.3 19.9 10.713 26175 11.OO 20 6 1495.7 45.4 4.8 10.0
20 5.-3 29.5 16.5 10.315 ; A-. 5 17.8 10.7

j 15,000 32,380 14.00 20 12 6 30 5,9.9 j5.6 i6.O 10.4
20 o718." 30.0 18.2 1O.6
15 12U.1 26.7 19.8 10.9
10 1480.2 21.9 22.6 u.3

5-0.mMN5, 20,635 10sc 30,635 11.00 20 12 10 30 77,.i 39.6 12.8 12.0*6X6 truk 20 1001.6 30.5 15.1 12.9s

15 1128.4 2,.2 16.7 13.14
10 137b 23.4 18.2 13.7*

I U~i14L11e Trmcid fthicle ss@

West Ow 1 Totk % aMaos Aim,,r
vowIgoTOtW Contact Area Contw-et Pmagsuv

lb low a no.

1/k-%= Ism ,901 5,970 78 20 3,120 1.9
16,970 -.8 20 3,M2

ape" tractor 36,910 w6 24 6,01,8 6.1
384*u Ns hlsp4
tretor 76,000 176 22 7,75.

1/4.,ta NAI 2,T5 200 2,975 7.00 16 6 4. 30 98.6 10.2 6.7 4.A
hak truck 20 121.7 24.4 7.5 1.7

10 167.5 17.8 9.2 5.0
3/%40 N37 6,067 0 6,O67 9.00 16 8 14 30 178.7 31.6 7.6 6.7

&g. trv~ ~ 20 217.A 26.0 8.6 7.T
15 2T.3 22.8 9.1 7.5
10 290.9 19.4 10.2 7,6

1$12.4o Ias 12,50 5,000 170450 11.00 20 12 6 30 1619.16 hi.3 U.7 6.8
6m- tnik 20 49,.0 35.1 12.8 7.2

566.1 30.6 13.) 7.5
10 6r3.7 4.2 15.1 T.8

I

I

OAMSS 604 43 Pkf.

sht f t Met



Tabw. 2 (continued4)

Aver-

ToWa Con-
Tire Coa- tact

ly Alppra Test Ks Fly Wo. Pres. t t Prs- Averap Tirm Distribution
Ws Load We W idth D Mt. of am" A surit, In o0

1/4tomlNO0 569 0 59 7.00 16 6 2 25 29.9 16."q 4. 4~.1 7549
cargo 20 31.1, 15.* i .- 4.6
tmra.Ior 15 37.7 13,A 5.0 4.710 414k U .-,,, ".2 4. 7

250 782 7.00 6 L 25 31.0 22.3q 4.8 4.2 75 707
20 33.0 21-A 4 .8 161
15 A.6 18.31 5.1 1..8
10 44.-1 15.8q 5.6 5.0

500 1,127 7.00 16 6 2 25 1 3. 226.5q 5.7 5.0 101 1,0,-.6
20 4.1 1. ~8 5.9 5.0
L5 54.5 '8.aq 6.0 5.
.3 61.5 16.7V 7.0 5.11

750 1,211 7.00 L6 6 2 15 17.0 23.8R 6.0 5.2 . 1,117
) 51.P 21.9 6.6 5.A

1 -5.7 20.Uq 6.6 5. L
C 65 .t 17.2 7.4 5.3

3/4-tcm M1O1 1,339 750 2,009 9.00 16 8 L -, 58.3 33.1q 6.5 5.8 lit-
mr3o 30 11.3 27.3q t.7 6.4
tmile 20 81.6 k3.99 7.0 Q'.I

1,5() 2,960 9.00 16 8 2 4,5 75T 36.7q 7.0 . 8 2,77
3o 96.3 29.8 8.0 7.L
20 113.9 214.h1. 8.8 -1.5
10 155.-f 17.89 10.9 7.C

,O250 3,679 9.0O 16 8 2 45 9D0.5 8.M1 7.6 7., 207 3,,672
30 104.6 33.2q 8.2 7.5
20 132.3 26.-2 9.8 7.7
10 171.2 20.3q 11.8 7.7

1.1/24oe 2,4.50 1,500 4.110 9.00 20 8 2 115 1i0.5 37.q 0 7.0 352
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